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WEATHER 
TODAY: partly cloudy 
High: 40s   Low: 20s 
FRIDAY: partly cloudy 
chance of snow flurries 
High: 30s   Low. 20s 
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The administration is counting on us getting 
bored, getting tired and going away. 
THE NEW JMU 
Susan Danewitz 
member of Student Solutions Committee 
Restructuring rally 
by Zeni Colorado 
staff writer 
The value of a degree, physics, tenure, 
academic integrity, community, respect and 
trust are all dying at JMU, Student Solutions 
Committee member Susan Danewitz said 
during a rally on the commons Wednesday. 
"We know things are wrong here," she 
said. "I don't want to see these things die. We 
demand a change." 
"We will be heard" was the theme of the 
SSC demonstration, as enthusiastic and 
responsive students and faculty filled the 
commons to hear both student and faculty 
speak about the recent restructuring changes 
at JMU. 
As part of the demonstration, a graveyard 
symbolizing the things SSC said are dying at 
JMU was featured on the hill beside the 
commons. 
The band Fried Moose and faculty and 
student speakers were also part of the rally. 
"We will be heard," Danewitz, a senior 
English major, said. "The administration is 
counting on us getting bored, getting tired 
and going away. I may be tired: I may be 
bored, but this issue is not going away." 
SSC member Paul Fugelsang said, "We 
can't just sit back and shut up. We need to 
look at what's going on and ask. 'Why? Why 
has it been done, and what can we do to 
change it now that it has been done?'" 
It is the responsibility of everyone to have 
a voice and speak up about what they believe 
in. he said. "My only request is not to shut 
(Right) Senior Susan Danewitz, 
English major, is the first to 
speak at the rally on the 
commons Wednesday 
afternoon. She talked about the 
importance of education and 
the need for students to be 
heard. 
(Below) Banners, made by 
Student Solutions Committee, 
adorn a wall at the commons 
and displays some of SSC's 
main goals. 
IAN GRAHAM AND MELISSA 
PALLADMO/staff photographers 
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. . . I think 
we will move 
forward in the 
new college 
very 
effectively. 
Richard 
Whitman 
New college, 
its leaders 
are named 
by Becky Mulligan 
staff writer 
The new college, formed through the 
recent restructuring mandates, has found 
a new name, new associate and assistant 
provosts and a new executive assistant to 
the provost. 
The new college, made up of the 
College of Communication and the Arts 
and parts of the College of Letters and 
Sciences, may be called the College of 
Arts and Letters, according to Richard 
Whitman, provost of the new college. 
"We [the faculty of the new college! 
have voted to recommend that name." he 
said. The name still needs to be 
approved, probably by the vice president 
for academic affairs, the president and 
the Board of Visitors. 
David Jeffrey, currently head of the 
English department, was named 
associate provost of the new college. 
Marilou Johnson, currently an associate 
professor assigned to the Media 
Production Center, will be the assistant 
provost. They will fill their positions as 
soon as feasibly possible, according to a 
COLLEGE page 2 
Suspension, probation, warning rules made 'clearer' 
by Ben Dalbey 
staff writer 
A committee composed of 
administrators, students and faculty 
unanimously approved a proposal to 
revise JMU's undergraduate 
academic standards policy Feb. 16, 
according to Associate Vice 
President for student affairs Alan 
Cerveny. 
The Registration and Enrollment 
Services Committee revised the 
policy in an effort to make the 
standards for academic standing 
clearer to both students and faculty 
advisers, Cerveny said. 
Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice 
president for academic affairs, said 
the new system will be in the new 
catalog. However, the changes must 
be approved by the Academic 
Council. 
Unlike the current system, the 
newly proposed standards will use 
one scale to determine whether a 
student is on academic suspension. 
The scale is based solely on the 
number of hours attempted by the 
student and the student's 
accumulative grade-point average. 
The current system of determining 
suspensions is based on calculating 
quality points and quality point 
deficiencies, and this system is 
eliminated under the new policy, 
Cerveny said. 
The new policy would also 
change the use of academic warning 
from an early stage of probation to a 
more preventative measure, he said. 
"Academic warning would.be 
used to identify students with good 
accumulative GPAs who have 
suddenly had an unsatisfactory 
semester [below a 2.0]," according to 
a memo from Cerveny. 
According to the 1994-95 
Undergraduate Catalog, the current 
system places students on academic 
warning if their accumulative GPAs 
fall below 2.0. but their quality point 
deficiency is not large enough to 
warrant probation. 
Whereas the old system was based 
on a combination of GPA and quality 
points, the newly proposed 
guidelines take into account only the 
student's GPA and the number of 
credit hours the student has 
attempted. The committee decided to 
review the current policy because of 
.complaints   from. studeous .and 
advisers who found the old system 
cumbersome. Gonzalez said. 
The new policy would be helpful 
to students on suspension because it 
would allow them to take 
prcapproved classes at another school 
in an effort to regain their status at 
JMU. she said. 
Under the old guidelines, students 
could not receive credit for classes 
taken at other institutions while they 
were on suspension. 
The new system "helps people get 
back-into things, rather than being 
punitive." she said. 
Cerveny said, "It is not an attempt 
either to strengthen or to weaken our 
existing policy. Instead, it is designed 
in the hope it would allow academic 
advisers to be more proactive rather 
thai* reactive in assisting our students 
having academic difficulties." 
In making the new policy. 
Cerveny said the committee tried to 
"keep to the spirit of the original 
standard." 
University registrar Sherry Hood 
established the new scale with that 
spirit in mind. "(The new) policy 
may be a little more stringent when 
you look at straight GPA. but we 
tried to look at it from a 
developmental standpoint." she said. 
The new scale was determined by 
looking at the GPA ranges of 
students currently on warning, 
probation and suspension and 
transferring those ranges to the new 
system, she said. 
The committee wants to facilitate 
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Rally. 
continued from page 1 
up, to keep going and keep pushing. 
"Learn the facts and let other 
people know what's going on," 
Fugelsang said. "Make it our 
university also." 
In addition lo students, there were 
many faculty members wearing 
Faculty for Responsible Change 
buttons at the demonstration. Among 
these professors was Dr. Dany 
Perramond, president of the 
American Association of University 
Professors. 
AAUP supports 
the group of 
students who want 
to look at the way 
decisions are being 
made here at JMU, 
according to 
Perramond. 
"We are doing 
everything we can 
to make sure that 
the administration 
will, in the end, be 
convinced that the 
best way to go is 
through revamping the governance 
system at JMU to make it more 
democratic," he said. 
Two faculty members. Dr. Russ 
Smith, associate professor of 
economics, and Dr. James Leary, 
professor of chemistry, were among 
the speakers at the demonstration. 
According to Smith, the crisis at 
JMU is neither exclusively nor 
primarily a budgetary crisis. 
"Instead , it is a crisis of authority, 
identity, purpose and ideals," he said. 
"The university ought to be a 
community of persons who are 
dedicated to two virtues: scholarship 
and education. 
"Everyone must be held strictly 
accountable for their actions," he 
said. "No one can be allowed to place 
themselves above the law." 
As a former member of the Board 
of Visitors appointed Task Force on 
Governance, Smith said that in the 
resolution passed by the board in 
August 1993. members of the board 
were adamant about two things: The 
faculty must control the curriculum 
and restructuring could not succeed 
without the cooperation and full 
participation of the faculty, Smith 
said. 
"The original resolution states that 
the restructuring was to be in 
'consultation with the faculty.'" 
Smith said, quoting from the 
resolution. 
In the decisions that were 
announced Jan. 13, neither of these 
conditions were met, according to 
Smith. 
The administration made 
decisions it simply has been unable 
to defend with good arguments, 
sound evidence or compelled 
reasons, he said. 
"They have violated the ideals, 
standards and conventional practices 
that set a university apart and make it 
worthy of that title," Smith said. 
"Consider the possibility some 
years hence when you are tired of 
your job and have decided to go back 
to school and pursue a graduate 
education," he said. "Can you claim 
with confidence that those who will 
consider your application in the year 
2000 will look favorably upon you if 
they then consider JMU to be 
somewhere between Longwood and 
Blue Ridge." 
Leary said in 
the ideal world, 
students should 
have their 
choice as to how 
their tuition is 
spent, and 
faculty should 
control all (he 
decisions related 
to courses at 
JMU. 
"You can be 
absolutely 
certain that if 
that was the case, the faculty would 
come to the students and say, 'What 
do you think we should be doing 
here?'"he said. 
It should be the students 
controlling their fees and the faculty 
controlling tuition which goes toward 
academics. The students would then 
be faced with questions as to what 
the administration would do, he said. 
"In my opinion, in the ideal world 
the administration would administer 
to the needs of the students and the 
faculty," he said. 
"Restructuring at JMU is a fraud," 
according to Leary. "Restructuring at 
JMU is not the same as restructuring 
at University of Virginia, William & 
Mary or Virginia Polytechnical 
Institute. 
"Restructuring at Mary 
Washington and Longwood is not 
being done in the same asinine 
manner as it is being done at JMU," 
Leary said. The crowd reacted with 
loud cheering and clapping. 
Both professors spoke strongly of 
their opinions. They urged students 
to be heard and keep fighting to 
prevent any further deterioration of 
the quality of JMU. 
Smith said. "If the ongoing 
process of singling out traditional 
academic disciplines and dummying 
down curriculums is allowed to 
proceed, then anyone who is willing 
to assure you that this is not so is 
either engaged in an act of self- 
deception or out to deceive others." 
People in positions of power will 
try to ignore criticism, direct actions 
and demands for explanation, he 
said. 
"Don't let them." Smith said. 
"I am now primarily thinking of 
the students. Only you can save 
JMU," he said. 
College—  
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press release Monday from Whitrpan. 
Jerry Weaver, formerly assistant 
dean of the College of 
Communication and the Arts, is 
currently on duty as the executive 
assistant to the provost. 
Jeffrey said he is excited about his 
new position. 
"The restructuring of the college 
creates a great opportunity for 
department heads, faculty and 
students, and I look forward to being 
a part of it," he said. 
Jeffrey said he hopes to run a 
"smooth operation" and generate 
some exciting new programs for 
students with the help of the faculty. 
Whitman said, "Both Dr. Jeffrey 
and Dr. Johnson bring very strong 
credentials to . . . this new 
experience, and I think we get along 
well ... 1 think we will move 
forward in the new college very 
effectively." 
While the new college is still in 
the process of developing goals and 
plans. Whitman said, "We want to 
get full involvement of all the 
colleges in this process." 
The first task of the new college is 
the college's budget initiative for the 
biennial budget, as well as the budget 
for the next academic year. Whitman 
said. 
There are also a lot of new and 
exciting ideas from the faculty. 
Whitman said, citing one example of 
looking into teaching courses 
concurrently with common themes. 
A selection advisory committee, 
chaired by Michael Galgano. head of 
the history department, reviewed 
candidates for the associate and 
assistant provost positions. The 
committee interviewed the 
candidates, discussed with Whitman 
each candidate's strengths and 
weaknesses, and identified which 
candidates were acceptable for the 
position, according to the press 
release. 
Whitman made the final decisions 
on the candidates from that 
information, the press release stated. 
Whitman alone interviewed the 
candidates for executive assistant to 
the provost in accordance with 
university procedure, according to 
the press release. 
Rules. 
continued from page 1 
a more preventative use far the 
system by alerting students and 
advisers of a potential problem 
before it is too late. Hood said. 
Cerverty, who heads the 
committee, also said the change was 
designed to facilitate more helpful 
interaction between students and 
their advisers by making the 
previously confusing standards easier 
to understand. 
The new policy was especially 
beneficial because of the broad 
spectrum of voices involved in the 
decision-making process, Cerveny 
said.' • ■ ' ' ■' 
The Registration and Enrollment 
Committee is composed of faculty 
representatives from each college, the 
Faculty Senate, the Undergraduate 
Curriculum Council, the Student 
Government Association and various 
admissions personnel. "Every effort 
is made to be inclusive;" he said. 
Dr. Vida Huber, head of the 
nursing department, said she agreed 
the committee contained a variety of 
points of view. 
"U represents a wide tange of 
people," she said. "We do a lot of 
dialogue." 
Huber, who has been on the 
committee for two years, said the 
new policy will be better for all 
involved. "I was very supportive of 
the change." 
Junior management major Sean 
McCrae said he also felt very 
included in the committee's 
discussions. "The committee really 
seemed to value my opinion, and I 
appreciated that." 
McCrae joined the committee at 
the beginning of the year and said he 
was glad to be made part of some of 
the final decisions in the process. 
The final decisions would also 
help students better understand the 
academic standing policies, he said. 
"I think they're a lot more clarified 
now." 
Sophomore Michael Donovan, 
undecided, said the new policy may 
be more convenient, but most of its 
beneficial effects will be determined 
by individual students and advisers. 
"I guess this would make it a lot 
easier, but [it] wasn't extremely 
difficult," he said. 
Donovan, who was placed on 
academic suspension after his 
freshman year, said the biggest 
problem he faced was getting help 
from his adviser. 
"When I went to see him, all he 
told me was I was doing really bad. 
which was absolutely no news to 
me." 
(Q hang©* in Academic status Policies 
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Before Changes: 
Academic Warning: This indicated that a student had a cumulative grade- point average of less than 
2.0 but that the quality point deficiency was not sufficient to warrant lieing placed on academic probation. 
There is no longer a quality point deficiency system. 
Academic Probation: This indicated that a student had a cumulative GI'A of less than 2.0, along with 
the sufficient quality point deficiency. Students were prohibited from taking more than 12 credit hours 
of course work as a result. 
Academic Suspension: A student who was academically suspended was ineligible to attend the following 
two regular semesters but could attend summer school. Students could not receive credit for work taken 
at other institutions during a period of academic suspension from the university. 
:-i 
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After Changes: 
Academic Warning: Instead of being used as an early stage of probation, "Academic Warning" will lie 
used to identify students with gcx>d cumulative GPAs who have bad an unsatisfactory semester average 
of lielow 2.0. 
Academic Probation: All students with cumulative GPAs falling lielow a 2.0 will lie placed on academic 
probation. 
Academic Suspension: Hie university will suspend students at the conclusion of the spring semester. 
Suspended students will continue to have the option of taking summer courses to remove their suspension. 
The students will lie allowed to take a hmited number of preapproved courses at another school. If 
students are readmitted to JMU and have completed 12 credit hours with at least a 2.0 GI'A, their transfer 
hours will then be accepted. 
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National Teacher's Exam 
will be held during break 
THEBRBBZEi 'Thursday. March 2. 1995    3 
by Kristin Butke 
staff writer 
The fact that the National 
Teacher's Exam will be administered 
March 4, after all residence halls 
have been closed, has created 
conflicts for some students who live 
on campus. 
Students living on campus who 
are planning to take the NTE have 
been forced to make their own living 
accommodations for the night before 
the exam because all the residence 
halls will be closing at 5 p.m. March 
3 for spring break. 
"I'm going to stay with friends off 
campus, and I think that a lot of other 
people are either staying off campus 
with friends or in a hotel," said 
sophomore education minor Susan 
Sibert. 
Sibert said she got the impression 
the housing situation was a "make 
your own arrangements thing," and 
nothing was formally stated about 
making accommodations for students 
planning to take the NTE. 
According to James McConnel, 
director of the Office of Residence 
Life, there were no formal requests 
for on-campus arrangements for 
those students who will be taking the 
exam. 
"There was only one phone call to 
residence life requesting student 
living accommodations for Friday 
night," he said. 
"This call  was  made by  an 
anonymous student who was then 
.fared to his or her hall director," 
he said "There were no calls made 
by faculty or administrators." 
According to Dr. John Dickens, 
director of the Office of Teacher 
Education Services at JMU, the NTE 
involves core battery tests, which 
include general knowledge and 
communication skills. 
"Passing scores on these two 
exams are required for admission 
into the teacher education program," 
he said. Students need a passing 
score of 639 on the general 
knowledge portion and a passing 
score of 649 on the communication 
skills portion. 
In addition to the exam, according 
to Dickens, as a student nears the end 
of student teaching, that person will 
take the professional knowledge and 
specialty area tests which are 
required for state certification. These 
tests are not taken at the same time as 
the NTE. 
"Thirty states use the NTE either 
for entry or as a part of licensure," 
Dickens said. "Most states also have 
different cut-off scores." 
Also, since the exam is being 
given over spring break, many people 
will not be at JMU March 4. 
Because the NTE is offered 
nationwide, students who were 
unable to make accommodations to 
take it March 4 at JMU can take it at 
another location the same day, 
according to Dickens. 
"Students have called to say that 
they are going to Florida over spring 
break and can't take the test here, so 
we say. Take it in Florida,'" Dickens 
said. 
McConnel said there have been 
requests some years from the College 
of Education and Psychology asking 
for group arrangements, although this 
hasn't happened recently. 
In the past couple of years, the 
Office of Residence Life has dealt 
primarily with individual requests, he 
said. 
Dr. Gerald Green, associate 
professor of education, said, 
"Students have asked me about 
making arrangements for a place to 
sleep on Friday night, but I knew of 
none that were formally made to 
accommodate them." 
Green also suggested students 
either stay with friends or possibly 
make arrangements to stay at his 
residence. 
Sophomore education minor 
Dawn Fuller said, "1 knew the dorms 
would be closed and figured that 
there would be no exceptions. 1 
figured that I would have to make 
other arrangements, so I reserved a 
hotel room." 
Sibert said, "I think that this is an 
inconvenience for a lot of people 
because they have to go home a day 
late and make arrangements for a 
place to stay on Friday night." 
McConnel said it is in the best 
interest of students who want 
exceptions to opening or closing 
dates of the residence halls to speak 
personally with the residence hall 
staff because of individual 
differences between the halls. 
"I encourage individuals to 
contact their area coordinators for 
individual arrangements." McConnel 
said. 
Self-defense session 
to focus on safety, 
taking precautions 
by Mitzi O'Rear 
staff writer 
Learning the techniques of self- 
defense may be the best thing 
students can ever do for 
themselves. 
This semester the Women's 
Resource Center and campus police 
are co-sponsoring two sessions of 
self-defense classes as part of the 
Rape Aggression Defense System, 
according to senior Lisa Tumey, a 
volunteer at the Women's Resource 
Center. 
RAD System's self-defense 
program is for faculty, staff and 
students at JMU, Tumey said. 
Senior Jennifer Conner said she 
has taken the class before. 
"The goal of this class is ... [it] 
teaches you some of the basic 
things you need to get out of a 
situation," she said. "It focuses a lot 
on getting out of a situation before 
it happens and to prevent them." 
The first session dates are March 
20 and 27 and April 3 and 10, she 
said. The dates for the second 
session are: March 21 and 28 and 
April 4 and 11. 
According to Turney, both 
sessions will last from 6:30 to 9:30 
p.m. in the Women's Resource 
Center in Logan Hall. 
Conner said participants will be 
taught campus safety, JMU's 
sexual assault policy and how to 
take necessary precautions in the 
class. 
The instructors will go through 
the many scenarios that could occur 
to someone being attacked and will 
also focus on who possible 
attackers could be — whether it's 
an acquaintance, a loved one or a 
complete stranger, according to 
Conner. 
Christina Sanchez, director of 
the Women's Resource Center, will 
instruct the class along with two 
officers from the campus police. 
It is good for campus police 
officers to teach the class because 
they can relay actual experiences 
they have had on campus to 
students in order to increase 
awareness, Sanchez said. 
It is also good to work with the 
officers because "so many times 
it's easy to see cops as bad guys, 
and here you have positive contact 
with police officers and can realize 
that they are there to help you," she 
said. 
The course training is both 
educational and hands-on, 
according to Sanchez. 
The First class is educational, 
stressing "awareness and 
prevention are 90 percent of 
avoidance," she said. 
The second and third classes 
will   focus   on   learning   and 
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Contingency fund empty; SGA must use reserves 
by Stacey Danzuso 
SGA reporter 
Several announcements were made at the 
Student Government Association meeting 
Tuesday night in the Warren Hall Highlands 
Room. 
• Treasurer Jennifer Kern reported the bills 
ihai were passed at the Feb. 21 meeting did not 
receive their full allocations due to the $0.00 
hulun :e in the contingency account. 
JMU Political Science Society will receive 
S26: 84 instead of the $320 allotted by the 
.serai.' last week. 
.'i i Beta Lambda is getting $788.53, not 
$«M*» 95. Men's club volleyball will receive 
MW8 81, down from the original approval of 
Sl.r-3.50. 
JN'U Contemporary Gospel Singers will 
revive $2,313.01 of the $2,800 allocation. The 
Intel lational Association of Business 
I DIDI lunicators funding was cut from $1,083 |.<SS' 3.66. 
' y other finance bill brought before the 
sen. ..• until the end of the year will have to be 
funded from the SGA reserve account. Kern 
Mftli 
• Commuter Sen. Greg Satz, Food Services 
Committee member, announced there may be 
changes in food options for the fall. 
Line 1 of D-hall may be turned into a retail 
Mexican option, according to Satz. 
Negotiations with Taco Bell are underway, 
and the only problem is that the two other Taco 
Bells in Harrisonburg must be compensated 
due to anticipated lack of patronage at those 
sites, he said. 
If negotiations with Taco Bell do not 
incused, it is expected that Ortega could take 
over Line 1, he said. Meal punches are 
ejpciied to be accepted. 
WENDY MAYBURY/contributing photographer 
Sen. Greg Satz gives the Food Services Committee report concerning Taco Bell's 
move into Gibbons Hall Line 1 at the SGA meeting in Warren Hall on Tuesday. 
D-hall's Line 2 will also become a specialty 
line. The line is slated to become a make-your- 
own-pizza option, Satz said. 
•   At-large Sen. Cathy Manderfield, Building 
and Grounds Committee chairwoman, reported 
At-large Sen. Chris Smith proposed to 
install new lights and emergency phones on 
campus. 
These bills were tabled and will be voted on 
at the March 14 meeting, she said. 
on two bills presented at the Feb..21 .meeting. ;. Sen.   Jami   Jones.   Student   Services      i 
Committee chairwoman, reported the bill 
requesting Mr. Chips stay open until at leasi 
midnight seven days a week was killed ir. 
committee due to the lack of business after 11 
p.m. at Mr. Chips. 
The bookstore now has typewriters available 
for student use, free of charge, Jones added. 
• Satz, Elections Committee chairman, gave e 
special report concerning upcoming elections 
According to Satz, 25 applications have 
already been picked up from the SGA office in 
Taylor Hall for the positions of president, vice- 
president, treasurer, secretary, and Honoi 
Council president and vice president. 
SGA President Jen Mabe said candidate 
will be available for questioning on llu 
commons March 22 from 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
There will also be an open microphom 
forum from noon to 1 p.m. March 22 
according to Mabe. 
The elections will be held March 28. 
• Rep. Tameesha Freeman, Multicultural 
Awareness Committee chairwoman, resigned 
from her position due to medical problems. 
Mabe said. 
Sen. Troy Booker, Bell Hall, will take 
Freeman's place. 
• In her report, Mabe announced that Mi.disor 
Mayhem, JMU's spring festival, will be Aprils 
from noon to 9 p.m. on Hillside field. 
Mabe proposed SGA run a dunking booth. 
and the senate agreed. 
• Jerry Gaff, an author of a book about 
restructuring in higher education, will speak 
about restructuring nationwide and at JMU 
March 23 in Taylor Hall, rm. 306, according to 
Mabe. 
• Satz proposed a bill that the SGA challenge 
The Breeze staff to a Softball game on April 8. 
According to Mabe, the game will be a fund 
raiser, and "It will be fun." 
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Classes start on JMU campus 
March 14 
March 16 
LSAT 
GRE 
to prepare for the 
June test date 
Call for 
more information 
1-800-566-EXAM 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
Have  your 
customers 
left  you  in 
the   dark? 
Find the light! 
Check out Breeze 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jonathan Rhudy 
at 568-6127 
*& 
GO TO OFFICER 
TRAINING 
SCHOOL 
^ 
Put your college 
degree to work in the Air 
Force Officer Training School. 
Then, after graduating from 
Officer Training School, become a 
commissioned Air Force officer 
with great starting pay, complete 
medical and dental care, 30 days 
of vacation with pay per year and 
management opportunities. Learn 
if you qualify for higher education 
in the Air Force. Call 
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
■a. ■ ■poncr^ 
Affordable Living 
At Ashby Crossing. 
At Ashby Crossing Apartments, students get a few extra perks that 
add up to big savings. Like gas heat and hot water and free 24-hour 
emergency maintenance service. Affordable living at Ashby Crossing 
also provides you with the extras thar make life more enjoyable. 
Volleyball and basketball courts and sports equipment and vacuums 
available for free check out. There's even UPS and Postal services for 
your convenience. Washer & dryer in every apartment, plus free public 
recycling. Check out Ashby Crossing today. The very best in 
affordable living. 
fistic* 
R    O    S    S    I     N    Ci t=> 
1235-F Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • M-F  9-5 
703-432-1 001  • Professionally managed by Snyder Hunt 
Sat. 10-4 
Students prepare Ms^^inj 
Tanning salons see increase in customers 
by Regan Dillon 
 contributing writer 
As spring break approaches, the 
tanning salons are becoming more 
and more popular as JMU students 
want to look good and protect 
themselves from the harshness of the 
tropical sun. 
There are more than 15 tanning 
salons in the Harrisonburg area. 
"I'd say 70 percent of tanners are 
JMU students during spring break 
time at our Harrisonburg location," 
said Patricia Simmons, owner of 
Simmons Cut and Tan. 
Kendra Senger, owner of Easy 
Tan Inc., said most of the students 
come to get a base tan so they won't 
get burned while on the beach. She 
said she has owned Easy Tan Inc. 
since it opened 10 years ago and has 
found that spring break brings in a lot 
of student business. 
The types of tanning beds and 
booths are different in each salon, 
with different amounts of ultraviolet 
alpha and ultraviolet beta ratios and 
different wattage for each kind of bed 
and booth, she said. 
According to Simmons, Simmons 
Cut and Tan has facilities to hold up 
to 80 appointments each day. Around 
spring break the salon has as many as 
25 customers from JMU each day. 
Simmons Cut and Tan has four 
regular beds at its Harrisonburg 
location, which have the Sundash 
Wolff tanning system and the salon is 
expecting a new high pressure bed 
March 6, she said. 
Traesa Williams, a Simmons Cut 
and Tan employee at the 
Harrisonburg location, said, "They're 
TH5.£R££Z)^rT-bursday. Majch.,2. .1995 • .#:   . 
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Communication important 
before leaving residences 
by Rick Thompson 
staff writer 
KYLE BUSSIctmtributint; photographer 
Freshman Amy Beth Ward stands in a tanning booth at University 
Hairstylist to prepare for her spring break in Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
getting a new tanning bed that has 
100 percent UVA rays this Monday." 
This bed will not have the UVB rays 
that can cause the skin to burn. 
According to an employee at 
Horizon Sure Tan, the salon has two 
Wolff tanning booths which are 
stronger and tan people quicker than 
the beds. The stand-up booths have 
•160 watts compared to the beds, 
SALONS page 9 
Spring break is so close at this 
point you can probably taste it. Plans 
are in order; bags are packed, and the 
beach is calling your name. But wait 
— did you lock your door? 
"People get excited about leaving 
and don't check on who's leaving 
last," Mel Maher. director for the 
Center for Off-Campus Living, said. 
This, in turn, can lead to a door 
being left unlocked for the entire 
break. The most important thing 
students need to do before leaving for 
break, according to Maher, is to get 
together with roommates and make a 
plan about the security of their home. 
"Don't assume that someone else 
will [lock the door]," Maher said. 
"Plan who is going to be the one to 
lock everything up." 
After establishing a plan, students 
should take certain steps to make 
their dwellings as secure as possible, 
such as having mail and newspapers 
either stopped or picked up by a 
friend, drawing blinds to make it 
, more difficult to see into the dwelling 
and leaving a phone number with 
landlords in case something happens, 
she said. 
Alan MacNutt, JMU director of 
public safety, said students should set 
up timers to turn on lights in their 
houses at different times. 
According to Sgt. Don Farley of 
the Harrisonburg Police Department, 
many burglars get into apartments 
through sliding glass doors. "Take 
extra precaution to put a cut-off 
broomstick or something else [in the 
track]." he said. 
"There's no magic solution," 
Farley said. "It's common sense type 
things." Students should try anything 
to make it more difficult for the 
perpetrator. 
"One thing we're asking people to 
do is put any nice equipment [such as 
televisions, video cassette recorders 
and stereos] in a safe place." he said. 
According to Maher. a back room 
or a closet will work well for this. "A 
lot of times, when people break in. 
they will take what they can see." 
Students living in Hunters Ridge 
and other apartments near the 
interstate "which arc obviously 
student apartments" should be 
particularly aware, she said. 
When would-be criminals are 
driving by on the interstate, she said. 
they can see the empty parking lots, 
and they will stop and investigate. 
Farley said people should contact 
their landlords and let them know 
they are leaving. "A lot of times, [the 
landlord] may hire extra security to 
rove through the area." 
According to Joe Sirico, on-site 
manager for Hunters Ridge, "We 
increase our security over the break; 
we request Harrisonburg police to do 
undercover patrols as well as visible 
patrols." 
Hunters Ridge has seen problems 
in the past, but not as much recently. 
"We added security lighting 
around our townhouses" to deter 
crime, and they have sent flyers out 
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Campus Spotlight on... 
What^RF your eak? 
"For spring break, I'm 
planning on going home 
to Pennsylvania and 
maybe go to New York 
with my friends." 
"I'm going to Miami for 
spring break and go to the 
beach, party, have a lot of 
fun with my Spanish 
friends." 
"I'm going to Mexico to 
visit my grandpa and to 
speak Spanish and to go 
parasailing." 
"For spring break, I'm 
going home, catch up on 
some sleep and try to find 
a job for the summer." 
Sam Mauser 
sophomore, biology 
Javier Arguelles 
junior, speech communication 
"/ will be going down with 21 
]MU students to Oaxaca, Mexico, 
to work with children, senior 
citizens and the poor, as well as 
touring the countryside." 
Joy Ferrante 
junior, undeclared 
"For spring break, I'm just going 
to go home and catch up on some 
much-needed rest and relaxation, 
go job hunting and hang out with 
some friends.' 
Father John Grace 
JMU Catholic Campus Minister 
Amanda Davidson 
sophomore, psychology 
Andrew Moreau 
senior, finance 
Tim McCutchen 
sophomore, undeclared 
"I'm going to Panama City with a 
few FIJI brothers, and we are also 
thinking about going to Walt 
Disney World. And right now we 
have no idea how we are getting 
there." 
SPOTLIGHT BY IAN GRAHAM 
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mmmswm with this ad 
Need Imprinted Sportswear? 
CALL 
cinicl/ 
Fast, Reliable Service Since 1980 
Evelyn Byrd Ave. 434-4240 
NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS   9:00 - 12 NOON 
■ ■ ■ v 11 ' • ■ > 11111 • 
Making newspapers from virgin fibers uses 
twice as much energy as recjiled paper. 
The Breeze is Aributing to the recyJiTig effort by 
recycling all tjgs office pawfraS'Well as used 
newspapers. Recyclilgf s the pfie way we can all give 
something back. Consult youmcSyellow pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 
Have  your 
customers 
left  you  in 
the  dark? % 
Find the light! 
Check out Breeze 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jonathan Rhudy 
at 568-6127 
l6u)c.t\1' TONIGHT!-! 
HEY! 
ARE YOU SICK 
OF NOTHING 
TO DO? 
WELL, 
SO ARE WE! 
So quit whining 
and come to 
S3M 
PLEA 
UPCE 
SUKES 
COLLEGE NIGHT! 
BEVERAGE SPECIALS, W~ 
LIVE MUSIC AND 
GREAT FOOD AT 
BARGAIN PRICESl 
498 University Blvd. 
Fine dining in a loud 
relaxed atmosphere 
CALL FOR MORE INFO 
564-2988 
MH9IN0.L UMomOl, 
Dlde Mill Village 
Oar Residents fire Still 
Oar Best Advertisement - 
"The kitchens in Olde Mill are large and well equipped. 
I enjoy whipping things up in mine 
Krlsten Phillips 
"The apartments are nicely furnished with comfortable 
living room and bedroom furniture." 
Anne Kunkle 
"... it's a convenient walking distance to JM's and campus ... 
Vanessa Howard 
"... the stafff and tenants are all very friendly ...." 
Meme Patel 
Amenities Galore! 
Pedal on the level - no hills to 
climb or interstate to cross. 
Only four blocks to campus. 
Energy efficient heat pumps. 
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
Mini-blinds on all windows. 
Basketball courts. 
Paved parking spaces. 
Pre-wired for telephone. 
Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
Deadbolt locks and door viewers 
on all aprtments. 
Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
Convenient bus service to 
campus & Valley Mall. 
Full-time management and maintenance. 
No sliding doors. 
NOW LEASING FOR THE '95 - '96 SCHOOL YEAR 
COLDLUGLL 
BANKER□ 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
CfiLL BRENT 
TODfiY 
432-9502 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsley and Constable Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
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Students encouraged to get help 
from the reading and writing labs 
The reading and writing labs in Harrison Hall give students 
an opportunity to get individualized help writing papers, reading 
texts and preparing for tests. 
The Freshman Writing Lab js open 8:15 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday in Harrison Hall. rm. A-133. Nancy Farrar, 
x3651, is the instructor. 
The University Writing Lab for upperclassmen is open 8:30 
a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and Friday from 9 a.m.- 
noon in Harrison Hall, rm. A-125. Betty Hoskins. x6967, is the 
instructor. 
The Reading Lab is open from 7:45 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday and 7:45-11:45 a.m. on Friday in Harrison 
Hall, rm. A-131. Mary McMurray. x6l II, is the instructor. 
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NEWSFILE 
JMU celebrates Founders Day with 
8-foot tall, 4-foot wide cake 
On March 15, JMU will celebrate its annual Founders Day 
with a James Madison Lecture, faculty and student awards, and 
a birthday cake. 
The Founders Day Convocation, in Wilson Hall Auditorium 
at 2 p.m., will include announcements of faculty and service 
awards, such as recipients for 1995-'96 Madison Scholars and 
the Distinguished Teaching Award, as well as student and staff 
honors and awards. The JMU faculty will present awards to the 
valedictorians of the senior class, and the Student Government 
Association will present the Samuel Page Duke Award to the 
outstanding juniors. Dr. Ernest L. Boyer will give the James 
Madison Lecture. 
After the convocation activities, a tiered 4-foot wide, 8-foot 
tall JMU birthday cake will be unveiled in the lobby of Warren 
Hall for all students. 
Founders Day commemorates the founding of JMU on March 
14, 1908, and the birth of James Madison on March 16, 1751. A 
panel discussion will be held March 14, "Historical Perspectives 
in Education At JMU from the Duke Years through to Ronald E. 
Carrier." Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m. 
Due to the expected visitors, A-lot will be reserved from 
Tuesday after 5 p.m. until 5 p.m. Wednesday. A shuttle bus will 
run from the Convocation Center to campus from 6 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Wednesday. 
North American Indians' authority 
to speak about Pocahontas 
Helen Rountree. leading authority on North American Indians 
will present "Pocahontas and the Women She Grew Up With," 
at the Virginia Historical Society, Halscy Family Lecture Hall in 
Richmond on March 16 at noon. 
Dr. Rountree is a professor of anthropology at Old Dominion 
University. No reservations required. You may bring a lunch. 
Admissions is $3 for adults, $2 for students payable at the door. 
Visiting Scholar to talk about the 
college press and students 
Tom Rolnicki will present "The First Amendment, PC, the 
College Press and Students: Winners and Losers," March 14, 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 4:30 p.m. 
Rolnicki is executive director of the Associated Collegiate 
Press and National Scholastic Press Association in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 
Honor Awareness Week activities 
Honor Awareness Week will be held March 13-17. On March 
13 and 14 the JMU Honor Council will have a display and 
information table on the commons. 
The purpose of Honor Awareness Week is to promote 
awareness of the JMU Honor Code, which every student agrees 
to obey by when they become a student at JMU. 
ens® 
POLICE    LOG 
by Greg Froom 
. police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Hit and Run/DUl 
• Non-student Matthew P. Riner, 19, of Harrisonburg, was arrested 
and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol and hit and 
run in B-lot at 9:52 p.m. Feb. 26. 
Trespass 
• An unidentified individual allegedly opened a shower curtain while 
a female student was taking a shower in Shorts Hall at 2:47 a.m. 
Feb. 26. 
The individual was described as a black male, 5 feet 7 inches tall 
with a slim build and wearing a dark colored jacket. 
The individual reportedly left the building after the incident. 
Unlawful Entry/ 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Student Noel W. Craig, 19, of Yardley, Pa., was arrested and 
charged with unlawful entry and property damage in Sonner Hall at 
7:56 a.m. Feb. 25. 
Craig allegedly broke a rear window in Sonner Hall in the process 
of breaking into the building. 
A university administrator reportedly found Craig sleeping on a 
couch. Craig reportedly had broken into the building to find a place to 
sleep after he had been at a party. 
Vehicle Bicycle Accident 
• A bicyclist who allegedly failed to stop before entering the 
roadway reportedly came in contact with a passing police cruiser at 
the intersection of Bluestone Drive and Duke Drive at 10:57 a.m. 
Feb. 24. 
The bicyclist reportedly entered Bluestone Drive from the Village, 
and the bicycle's handle made contact with the cruiser. 
There were no injuries, damage or charges in the incident. 
Breach of Peace 
• Non-student Robert T. Licro, 35, of 2249 Roosevelt Blvd., 
Winchester, was arrested and charged with breach of peace after 
allegedly cursing and abusing officers on University Boulevard at the 
entrance to A-lot at 7:24 p.m. Feb. 27. 
Licro allegedly cursed and abused officers directing traffic during 
a basketball game, disrupting traffic during heavy rain and heavy 
traffic, creating a hazardous situation. 
Licro reportedly parked, and while walking toward the 
Convocation Center, Licro passed the officers' post and repeated his 
abuse and obscenities. 
Officers stopped all traffic, a sheriff's deputy placed Licro under 
arrest after he failed to obey a sheriff's deputy's instructions. 
Licro was detained in the prisoner cage of a police cruiser until 
the traffic was cleared. Licro was then released on a summons and 
instructed to leave campus and not to go into the Convocation 
Center. 
Alcohol Related Injury 
• A student was referred for judicial consideration after an alleged 
alcohol-related fall which caused a cut above the student's right eye 
in Chappelear Hall at 3:55 a.m. Feb. 25. 
The student reportedly was intoxicated and uncooperative with 
the rescue squad personnel. The student reportedly refused 
transport. 
Destruction of Public Property/False Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly expended a dry chemical fire 
extinguisher, activating the alarm in the Kappa Sigma fraternity 
house at 2:35 a.m. Feb. 25. 
False Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly set off firecrackers causing the 
fire alarm system to activate in the Kappa Sigma fraternity house at 
4:48 a.m. Feb. 25. 
Two students were charged judicially after they failed to evacuate 
following the fire alarm. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly defaced walls with black spray 
paint in the Chi Phi fraternity house between 12:01 a.m. and 12:17 
a.m. Feb. 25. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly smashed the glass window of 
a fire extinguisher cabinet, cutting himself in the process in Eagle 
Hall at 12:22 a.m. Feb. 26. 
A large pool of blood was found at the scene and was cleaned up 
according to universal precautions. 
An investigation continues. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• An unidentified individual allegedly broke the windshield of an 
acquaintance's vehicle parked in P-lot at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 26. 
An investigation continues. No charges have been issued at this 
time. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Sartorius Handy model 
H120 electronic precision balance from an instrument lab in Miller 
Hall between 3 p.m. Feb. 23 and 11 a.m. Feb. 24. 
The balance's serial number is 39010033 and is valued at 
$1,200. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a 35-inch RCA model 
JTR966NF color television from a lounge in Shorts Hall between 
12:01 a.m. and 9:15 p.m. Feb. 27. 
The television's serial number is 908390463. 
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WEEKLY EVENTS 
Thursday Friday 
• Phi Mu Alpha Lunchtime Recital Scries. Taylor Hall, rm. 
405, noon. 
• JMU Earth meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 5 p.m. Fund 
raising sale for Earth Day in Phillips Hall Ballroom, March 14, 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
• University Program Board sponsors "'Clerks," Grafton 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
• Asian American Association meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
7 p.m. 
• Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 
101. 8 p.m. 
• Muslim Coalition. Taylor Hall, rm. 400. 8 p.m. 
Saturday Sunday 
Have a happy and safe 
spring break! 
•   Art exhibit. "William T. Wiley: Selections from the Forest 
Series," Duke Hall Sawhill Gallery, 10:30 a.m.-4:3() p.m. 
_ 
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Want to have your name in 
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Police Log twice a week? 
7/7e Breeze news section is currently filling the positions of police reporter, in addition to faculty and court! 
reporter for the1995-'96 year. Anyone interested in these beat positions should send a letter of application to Greg 
and Becky, @ The Breeze in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by Friday, March 3. Questions? Call x6699. 
• No experience is necessary.  On the job training is provided • 
Have   your 
customers 
left  you  in 
the  dark? 
Find the light! 
Check out Breeze 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jonathan Rhudy 
at 568-6127 
If you're really concerned 
about your health, give your safety 
belt a workout. It's the best 
exercise we know- to keep you 
and your medical costs - 
from going through the roof. 
YOU COULD L£ARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY." 
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT. 
y 
-x 
\ 
1'RINCIPLKS.i/SOUNI)   K E T I R E .M E N T  I N V E S T I N G 
IV 
KILLER. 
For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we 
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax- 
deferred annuities designed to help build additional 
assets — money that can help make the difference 
between living and living well after your working 
years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from 
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your 
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes 
right away. What's more, any earnings on your 
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as 
income. That can make a big difference in how 
painful your tax bill is every year. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.*"   • 
As the nation's largest retirement system, we 
offer a wide range of allocation choices —from 
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of 
principal and interest, to the seven diversified 
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity. 
What's more, our expenses are very low,0 which 
means more of your money goes toward improving 
your future financial health. 
To find out more, call our planning specialists at 
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA 
information kit. plus a free slide-calculator that 
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes. 
Call today —it couldn't hurt. 
I ■     . 
■ 
• 
'*"W «* A*rS«/MWM«r rMg /W<w I9X; Upper Analytical Servicei. Inc.. L*rtr.Dmlm A~ly<*J DtU. 19*4 (Quarterly). CREF 
certificate, arc diarnbuled by TIAA-CREF Individual and Inuilutional Service.. Inc. For more complete information, moludinj charge, and e.pente.. 
call I 800 W2-27J3. „i 5509 lor a CREF pro.peciua Read the prcopectua car.fully before you invew or lend money z 
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Session 
con-  jedfrom page 3 
prav ng techniques. The final class 
will h held on the racquetball courts 
in G« win Hall where the officers 
will ar protective gear to simulate 
sMisH-i    she said. 
Hu icipation in the actual 
MMUII  ion is voluntary. 
In le past, she said, the program 
h;iN h n done in freshman residence 
hulls >ut the sponsors decided the 
i lav* t can benefit all students. 
Sanchez also stressed the need for 
those who may have already taken 
the cliss to try taking it again. 
"It's wonderful to take it more 
than once. 
'"S ou always have to practice just 
to kt ;p awareness levels high," she 
said. 
C >nner said these courses have 
bcci cime well-spent for her. 
" 's given me a lot of confidence 
in n self. If I was ever in a situation 
I coi Id defend myself," Conner said. 
"I w >uld definitely advise people to 
take t." 
According to Turney, each session 
consists of four classes. Each session 
is about three hours long. 
The course costs $15 to cover the 
cost of the class manual, she said. 
In order to be certified in rape 
aggression defense, one must go to 
all four classes, she said. 
After that, the individual will have 
a !'fctime membership to all RAD 
progiams in the United States and 
Camda. 
Registration for the sessions must 
be i' March 15 ai ilk- Wurticn'k 
Res i enter either by phone or 
in pcis'jn. 
Police log 
cont   jed from page 7   ** 
Salons — 
continued from page 5 
which generally have 100 watts, 
according to one of the employees. 
The booths are more sanitary 
because the tanners stand inside the 
booth instead of laying down on the 
tanning beds, she said. 
According to Senger, Easy Tan 
Inc. has six tanning beds using the 
Sontegra tanning system, which uses 
fewer UVB rays than some other 
tanning beds. 
Tanning beds are better for fair- 
skinned people who need to monitor 
the amount of UVA and UVB rays 
they absorb, Senger said. 
"For the past few years, they've 
been saying that tanning beds are 
safer," she said. " Of course, you 
have to use it in moderation." 
Manager Charlotte Thomas said 
Tropical Tans Inc. has six beds and 
one booth with a face-tanning option. 
The salon has been "booked solid." 
Residences 
continued from page 5 
to their residents, he said. 
According to Maher, however, the 
security of each apartment is not 
necessarily the responsibility of the 
property managers. "Students need to 
get on the ball," she said. 'They need 
to take the responsibility." 
Handouts about safeguarding 
apartments are available from COCL 
and Godwin bus stop, Maher said. 
She said she also welcomes calls 
from students if they have questions. 
"We can send out community 
coordinators who work on education 
The face tanner allows customers 
to choose whether to turn on or off 
the bulbs over his or her face, she 
said. The Wolff system at Tropical 
Tans Inc. gives 98 percent tanning 
and 2 percent burning rays. 
"You need 2 percent burning rays 
to get a tan .. . and the worst thing 
that can happen is you get a rash 
[from overexposurej," Thomas said. 
Many of the tanning salons are 
offering special deals to people who 
are heading off to the tropics for 
spring break or just want to look like 
they went to the tropics. 
Simmons Cut and Tan is offering 
an introductory special for the new 
high pressure bed — three visits for 
$56, Simmons said. Three visits to 
the tanning salon can provide a dark 
tan and a monthly visit maintains that 
tan, she said. The salon also has a 
regular package of 10 visits for $25 
for the regular tanning beds. 
According to the employee. 
Horizon Sure Tan is offering 
unlimited tanning sessions during 
March for $35 as well as a free 
tanning day on March 15 for anyone 
coming into the salon. The salon is 
also holding a drawing for five free 
visits during March. 
Senger said Easy Tan Inc. is 
offering an introductory special of 
180 minutes for $19.50 for all new 
customers and a special package of 
150 minutes for $20 for all 
customers. 
Thomas said Tropical Tans Inc. is 
offering three specials. One is 100 
minutes for $16, another is 200 
minutes for $30 and the third is 300 
minutes for $39. 
The hours of these tanning salons 
range from 6:45 a.m.-II p.m. in 
order to give customers a wide range 
of times to schedule an appointment 
or to walk in. 
According to some JMU students, 
the main reasons for using a tanning 
salon include getting a base tan for 
spring break and the summer and to 
prevent burning while on spring 
break. 
"I wanted to get a base tan for the 
summer," said Allison Watson, a 
sophomore finance major. 
Amy Fazio, a sophomore public 
administration major, said, "I tanned 
because I don't want to scorch 
myself when I get down there in the 
tropical sun and because I'm butt 
white, and I don't want to get into a 
bathing suit." 
Some students aren't going 
anywhere tropical for spring break 
but want to look as if they did. 
"I tanned because I wasn't going 
anywhere for spring break, and I 
wanted to look tan like everyone 
else," said Alison Ruh. a sophomore 
marketing major. 
and assistance for students who are 
living off campus," she added. 
But burglary is not the only 
problem students may face, 
according to Maher. 
"An electrical fire was reported 
over Christmas break," she said. To 
avoid this, she said, students should 
unplug all appliances. 
Also, Maher said she has seen 
situations where students coming 
back from break find their vehicles 
na. - I.,.,., -owed. When students 
form car po>>l| to go on break, ihey 
sometimes ::ave their veh: it a 
friend's apartment withoul thinking 
about it, she said. 
Many apartment complexes use 
spring break to make passes through 
parking lots and make sure that only 
permitted cars are in the lots. 
According to Jim McConnell, 
director of the Office of Residence 
Life, students living on campus 
should take precautions as well. 
"Things can be picked up and 
disappear pretty quickly." he said. 
Students shouldn't leave small, 
personal items lying around, he said, 
such as cash or jewelry. 
"Make sure bedroom doors are 
locked; make sure windows are 
locked and secure," he said. Students 
on ground floors should take extra 
precaution to make sure that no on e 
can see into their rooms. "Close 
shades and blinds," he said. 
Bicycles should be placed in their 
bedrooms, he said, "so they are not 
exposed to weather or unwanted 
visitors." 
For students who live in suites, 
anything of value should be brought 
out of the suite and placed in a 
bedroom. 
• Ur, entitled individuals allegedly stole a Clarion 
pull-oi AM/FM compact disc stereo player/receiver 
from . Mitsubishi coupe parked in Z-lot between 
Nov.: and Dec. 3. 
V stereo is valued at $350. 
1 report was made for insurance purposes and 
was ayed. 
Petiv Larceny 
• l ientified individuals allegedly stole a bicycle 
whe Tom a bicycle secured to a bike rack at the 
rear Eagle Hall between 10 a.m. Feb. 25 and 10 
p.rr    Jb. 26. 
wheel is valued at $100. 
• dentitied individuals allegedly stole an arm 
chair and a billiards clock from the Comer Pocket 
Game Room in Taylor Hall between Feb. 21 and 23. 
investigation continues. 
Mulch Fire 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly discarded a 
cigarette causing a mulch fire in the courtyard 
outside White Hall at 8:43 a.m. Feb. 24. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 10:13 
Number of parking tickets issued between Feb. 21 
and 23:461 
Harri'onburg police report the following: 
Robbery 
• A robbery reportedly occurred at 795 Country 
Clut Road at 5:07 a.m. Feb. 24. 
• A robbery reportedly occurred at Main Street and 
Interstate 81 at 10:30 p.m. Feb. 22. 
Burglary 
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 1925 E. Market 
St. between 10 p.m. Feb. 20 and 10 a.m. Feb. 21. 
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 75 Waterman 
Drive between 5 p.m. Feb. 21 and 6:45 a.m. Feb. 
22. 
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 55-A South 
Ave. at 8:15 p.m: Feb: 24.  
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 153 Charles St. 
between 5:30 p.m. Feb 24 and 8:15 a.m . Feb. 25. 
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 915 S. High St. 
at 5:30 p.m. Feb. 25. 
Assault 
• An assault reportedly occurred at the intersection 
of Cantrell Avenue and Mason Street at 11:59 p.m. 
Feb. 21. 
• An assault reportedly occurred at 620 Simms 
Ave. at 6 p.m. Feb. 22. 
• An assault reportedly occurred at 635 S. Main St. 
at 1 a.m. Feb. 25. 
Motor Vehicle Theft 
• A motor vehicle reportedly was stolen from 408 
Lee Ave. between noon and 9 p.m. Feb. 25. 
Larceny 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1840 E. Market 
St. at 7 p.m. Feb. 20. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1790 E. Market 
St. at 8 p.m. Feb. 20. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1995 E. Market 
St. at 4 p.m. Feb. 21. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1995 E. Market 
St. at 6:25 p.m. Feb. 21. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1995 E. Market 
St. at 5:25 p.m. Feb. 22. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 3116 S. Main St. 
between 6 p.m. Feb. 21 and 7 a.m. Feb. 22. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 305 S. Dogwood 
Drive between 6:30 p.m. and 8:20 p.m. Feb. 23. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 305 S. Dogwood 
Drive between 8 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Feb. 23. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 305 S. Dogwood 
Drive between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. Feb. 23. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 237 E. Market 
St. between 7 p.m. Feb. 22 and 8 a.m. Feb. 23. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred on University 
Boulevard between 6 p.m. Feb. 22 and 4 p.m. Feb. 
23. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 181 S. Liberty 
Street at 8 a.m. Feb. 24. 
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1995 E. Market 
Street at 2:10 p.m. Feb. 24. - 
MIKE KEFFNEIUphoto editor 
Be aware 
Christina Sanchez, coordinator of the Women's Resource Center in Logan 
Hall, spoke on 'Gender Awareness at JMU' as part of a brown-bag lecture 
sponsored by the Honors Program in Hillcrest House Wednesday afternoon. 
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Muppets are people too, Newt 
If Newt Gingrich and the rest of his contract waving 
collaborators get their way, we may be saying bye bye to 
Barney the dinosaur for good. 
While this may seem like a blessing to many, it marks 
a point that anyone who is interested in quality educational, 
intellectual and artistic TV and radio programming should avail 
himself or herself of. As part of an effort to reduce the national 
deficit, the Republican-controlled Congress is trying to cure the 
patient, an over-inflated budget deficit, by cutting off the head, 
which in this case is attached to a 6-foot-tall yellow bird. 
Part of its "bite the bullet" package calls for a discontinuance 
of all public funding to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
the non profit operator of the Public Broadcasting Service and 
National Public Radio. It is argued that PBS and NPR can 
merely increase their fund-raising efforts to make up for the 
decreasing amounts of funding provided by the government. "If 
they are truly valued locally, they won't close down; they'll use 
their creativity and make up the shortfall." Sheldon Richmond, 
of the Cato Institute, was quoted as saying in the Feb. 6 issue of 
U.S. News & World Report. 
This is a novel argument, forcing these stations to devote 
even more of their broadcast time to pleading for help from the 
private sector and viewing/listening audience. It's an argument 
that would force these stations to become what they were 
created to be an alternative for, commercial broadcasting. 
The CPB, formed in 1969 in part as an attempt to combat the 
"Big Three" TV networks and to provide commercial-free 
programming, has been there for our society since its inception 
as a lone bastion of non-violent, non-pandering broadcasting. It 
not only attempts to impart a modicum of culture into our adult 
lives and a bit of education in our adolescent days, but also acts 
as the sole broadcast outlet to many remote areas. One of the 
gripes about public funding, to the tune of a paltry $2 million a 
year and a total of $4 billion since its inception, is that cable 
TV's massive channel selection will render the CPB obsolete 
While it is true that television is in the midst of a gargantuan 
explosion of new programming, as well as outlets for it, there 
are some flaws with the "cable TV will save us all" theory. The 
first is a reason simple enough to elude the most zealous career 
politician on Capitol Hill, mostly because it deals with 
something they know little about. Namely the average public. 
While many members of Congress are attempting to get what 
they call the elitist PBS off the public take — Gingrich has 
called it a "sandbox for the rich"— they are failing to recognize 
that many viewers are either in remote areas that have not yet 
been blessed with the miracle of cable, or that many of them are 
actually lower class and unable to afford the cost of cable, an 
average of $389 a year. 
Further, a 1994 Nielsen study reported that 56.5 percent of 
households that view PBS regularly have an average household 
income of less than $40,000 a year. This would appear to show 
that more than half of PBS's viewers are less than elite. In fact, 
it seems to demonstrate that the slight majority of PBS watchers 
are middle-class Americans. And what does this proposed axing 
mean to the average PBS station? 
While he is quick to caution that there really isn't any such 
thing as an average Public Broadcasting station, WVPT station 
manager Arthur Albrecht is equally as quick to point out that all 
public stations will be affected. According to Albrecht, the 
money released to the CPB each year is split up by law between 
PBS stations, which receive 50 percent of the funding and NPR 
stations, which get 25 percent. Program development and 
production accounts for the final 25 percent. 
The 50 percent of funding the CPB imparts to the individual 
stations is dispersed on a heaviest need basis. Smaller stations 
with fewer private contributors receive a larger amount of public 
funding, as much as 45 percent of their annual operating budget, 
as a subsidy to keep them afloat. Conversely, the larger stations, 
such as New York's WNET, obtain the majority of their funds 
from the private sector, with only about 3 percent of its 
operating budget coming from the public till. 
WVPT, located on the south end of campus, could be in 
danger of losing as much as $47,000 in public funding in the 
next year, according to Albrecht. To put that amount in 
perspective; $47,000 would be enough to pay for a full year of 
the "Mcneil/Lehrer News Hour," "Sesame Street" and "Great 
American Performances." 
Smaller stations would be in danger of losing even more, and 
as such are in very real danger of folding and, consequently, 
leaving their viewing area without a viable TV outlet. Also, the 
stations forced to pick up that slack would have to do so on a 
reduced budget. 
If Congress goes through with its plans to scrap an American 
institution in education and programming, the next thing Mr. 
Rogers may be heard asking, while putting on his cardigan, 
could be, "Can you say shafted?" 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion editors. 
Editorial Polic Nicole Motley. . . editor     Craig Newman . . . managing editor 
Mark Sutton . . . opinion editor     Karen Began . . .asst. opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no more than 800 
words, and will be published on a space available basis. They must be delivered to The 
Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Brent reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions In this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
UNIVERSITY this staff, or James Madison University. 
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Dart. 
A caught-in-the-act dart to all of our "friends" 
who think that just because we're abroad they can 
move in on our boyfriends. Don't think that we don't 
know what you are up to. Thanks for trying to fill in, 
but we'll be back! Hands off! 
Sent in by girls who now realize how small the 
world really is. 
Pat... 
A big, fat kiss-on-the-cheek pat to our favorite 
New Yorkers in Mardi Gras who got into a brawl 
just to save us from a weirdo. We didn't know that 
gu> s as nice as you existed. 
Sent in by Ghita, Sherry and Nicole, three girls 
who had a great time in New Orleans, thanks to you. 
Dart... 
A dart to Mercy House's Granny Longlegs store. 
Don't you know deceptive advertising and 
employment practices are wrong, if not illegal? 
Sent in by a disgusted former supporter. 
Pat... 
A big pat to Presbyterian Campus Ministry for 
providing fun and relaxing worship every Sunday at 
5 p.m. at the PCM Center. They make me realize 
you can be a normal college student and still have a 
place to worship and think. 
Sent in by someone who appreciates not having to 
get all dressed up at 8 a.m. to go to church on 
Sundays. 
Dart... 
A big fat can't-you-read dart to all those who 
insist on trying to use a friend's JAC card to buy 
food and then argue with the cashiers when they 
can't. Read the back of your JAC card; it's illegal for 
someone else to use it! 
Sent in by an annoyed Dining Services cashier 
who is tiredofwhiney, rude behavior when she's 
only doing her job. 
Pat... 
A congratulatory pat to one of this year's 
Distinguished Teaching Award recipients, dance 
Professor Cynthia Thompson. Thank you for your 
12 years of caring, understanding and love as a 
teacher at JMU. 
Sent in by all her students and colleagues past 
and present. 
I  '   i fill        > •   -I   ' T (   .   .   I   I    . 
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Administrative view doesn't add up; 
FRC questions motives for change 
To the Editor: 
The world as we know ii is governed by physical laws and 
man-made laws. Objects fall to earth; crime has consequences. 
Thus when things occur that do not coincide with the "laws" that 
govern everyday experience, most people step back and ask 
questions. 
On Jan. 13, at a hastily called meeting, the president of JMU 
(Ronald Carrier) spoke briefly about the need to "restructure" 
higher education, and immediately thereafter, his vice president 
for academic affairs announced a number of decisions based 
upon a set of recommendations made by a select committee of 
high-ranking administrators during a series of secret meetings. 
The most unbelievable of these announcements involved the 
elimination of the physics department and physics major at 
JMU, and the termination of the 10 tenured faculty members in 
the physics department. These actions fall far beyond anything 
that could have been imagined at a university governed by logic 
and reason. JMU administration's rationalizations for its actions 
have ranged from flawed to absurd. For anyone interested in the 
details, the piece titled "PHYSICS AT JMU: the rest of the 
story" which appeared in the Feb. 17 edition of the Daily News- 
Record is truly eye opening. Beyond this, it is appropriate to 
note that Bridgewater College just completed the construction of 
a new science building, and Eastern Mennonite University is in 
the midst of a major science related fund-raising campaign. 
The administration claims that its decisions were made in 
order in increase both the efficiency and academic quality of 
JMU. However, despite numerous attempts, the JMU 
administration had been unable to present a coherent, much less 
compelling, case. 
When things simply don't add up, it is best to go back and 
check the underlying assumptions. Perhaps the pursuit of 
"efficiency" and academic "quality" were not the only motives 
— perhaps these were not the motives at all! Let us ask some 
questions about why these actions may have been taken. The 
questions follow. 
1. Is it just a coincidence that one of the leaders last year in 
the call for a faculty-wide referendum on restructuring at JMU 
was a physics professor? 
2. Is it just a coincidence that this year's speaker of the JMU 
F-jculty Senate was a physics professor? 
.1 Is it just a coincidence that under the speaker's leadership 
the JMU Faculty Senate was vocal in demanding a rational 
selection procedure for new academic administrators, which was 
completely ignored by the administration in the recent 
"temporary permanent" selection of an old supporter of 
President Carrier's for the post of provost of the College of 
Integrated Science and Technology? 
t* 
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4. Is it just a coincidence that under the speaker's leadership 
the JMU Faculty Senate was asking the IMI Foundation to 
explain where more than $900,000 in "other operation income" 
comes from? 
5. Is it just a coincidence that under the speaker's leadership 
the JMU Faculty Senate was asking the Foundation to say more 
about how it spends its money to benefit the university? 
(Currently the JMU Foundation says that it provides $2.3 
million in "university support" with no further breakdown.) 
6. Is it just a coincidence that the speaker of the JMU 
Faculty Senate and his colleagues in the physics department 
were fired four days after the speaker questioned: a)the 
appropriateness of Dr. Carrier having his son, daughter and 
daughter-in-law working for the university and b) the 
appropriateness of the son being promoted to assistant provost 
of the College of Integrated Science and Technology? 
7. Is it just a coincidence that, given current circumstances at 
JMU, the only legal way to fire a tenured professor is to 
terminate the program he is in, and then pretend that he is not 
qualified to teach in any other program on campus? 
Of course, if these coincidences prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that all is not well at JMU, then the faculty was more than 
justified in voting NO CONFIDENCE in Dr. Carrier's ability to 
lead JMU responsibly. Indeed, it is time to restructure at JMU, 
and the restructuring should be in the form of: I) a new 
president, 2) a slate of new senior-level administrators and 3) a 
real reduction in the current level of administrative bloat. 
James J. Leary 
Faculty for Responsible Change 
Top ten reasons not to join SSC; 
Independent thought is a necessity 
To the Editor: 
lO.Despite its name, the "Student Solutions Committee" has yet 
to propose one solution to the restructuring dilemma at JMU 
beyond a return to the status quo. 
9. Anyone who has attended an SSC meeting knows that the 
organization is out for blood, its claim against being "anti" 
anything notwithstanding. 
8. SSC relies on students' being misinformed about restructuring 
at JMU; it falsely claims that the College of Letters and Sciences 
has been "abolished," and it perpetuates the myth that physics 
will no longer be taught here. 
7. SSC claims to be representative of student opinion on 
restructuring; a mass of 200 or so sheep following the dictates of 
a "core committee" is not representative of anything. 
6. SSC touts its demonstration of Jan. 26 as a "physical 
message" that students at JMU are unhappy; a crowd of 200 
students, a good third of whom were likely curious onlookers, 
on a campus of 11,500 is more like a memo. 
5. SSC claims that any students who do not happily swallow its 
rhetoric are "apathetic." 
4. SSC is well-funded by shady benefactors who request that 
their names be withheld from the public; who are these people. 
and why should they have a say in the way your university is 
run? 
3. SSC, in the short time it has been in existence, has done more 
to place the integrity of JMU into question than the 
administration ever has. 
2. SSC is being manipulated by irresponsible and disgruntled 
faculty members who find it more important to make political 
statements in their classes than to teach. 
1. You are a thinking, rational human being. 
Shawn Brown 
senior 
finance 
Last great speech of an apologetic president 
/ am anything but a great speaker; I am most shameless; I am the great evader of truth. 
How you, O Madisonians, have been affected by my 
curses I cannot tell (so persuasively did they speak), and yet 
they have hardly uttered a word of truth. Somebody should 
have told you to be upon your guard and not allow 
yourselves to be deceived by the force of my rhetorical tripe. 
In all honesty, when talking about the force of real truth, I am 
anything but a great speaker; I am most shameless; I am the 
great evader of truth. 
O faculty and students of JMU, in the character of the 
juvenile tyrant I am, I must beg of you to grant me 
forgiveness for breaking up the College of Letters and 
Sciences (CLS) and removing the physics major. 
Yes, it's true that I went about campus obedient to my 
personal god and failed to search for inquiry into anybody's 
wisdom in decision making, whether faculty or student. My 
Gov. Allen budget oracle at Richmond was all I needed to 
convince myself that I was naturally the wiser. Consequently, 
my preoccupation with polishing restructuring plans to get 
any amount of money for the university caused me to neglect 
committing either to public matter of interest or to any true 
concern that might better the liberal arts program. 
As Walter Kurt, president of the Commonwealth 
Foundation of Virginia, states: "Ron Carrier is a product of 
his environment. The state council wouldn't give him any 
money to expand JMU unless he came up with a new 
college, even if the bulk of the faculty have nothing to do 
with the idea of the college." 
In acquiescing to irresponsible state council demands 
(which have since been refuted; Gov. Allen's education cuts 
were denied). I am, as Kurt says, "leading JMU into an 
academic dark age." Surely you can see that I am now in 
utter poverty of reason: a villainous misleader of youth. 
Let me state this: There are some who think that they 
know something, but they really know little or nothing. Well, 
An 
Apologia 
— Kevin Steele 
I know everything! I have to or I am corrupted by my ignorance, 
right? I could never actually admit to making a mistake. So, I 
lie. I lie about my decision on Jan. 13 to increase the efficiency 
of the administrative structure and streamlining of JMU. With an 
associate and an assistant provost of the "new" college and a 
dean and an associate dean for the "division" of sciences and 
math, the number of administrators will actually increase. 
Moreover, the newly streamlined CLS was the most 
productive and efficient of all the colleges in terms of cost per 
SCH: student credit hour (84.36 per SCH in CLS as compared to 
124.82 per SCH in the College of Business and 157.14 per SCH 
in Fine Arts and Communication). 
The CLS alsp just recently instituted an interdisciplinary 
approach to natural science for the general education program, 
initiated a critical thinking project and expanded the use of 
instructional technology and self-paced learning. 
1 lie when I say the CLS was eliminated "to expedite the 
creation of an outstanding general education program." The 
summary dismantling of the college, which served as the central 
point of a discipline-based core liberal arts program, comes at a 
time when the goals and objectives of the new general education 
program remain unclear, its future direction still undefined. 
individuals serving on the'GenefaTKucationTofnmiTteeTorlhc" 
past year indicate it might take two or three more years to 
reach full definition and implementation of that program. 
Madisonians, what possible sense did it make, then, to 
abolish the CLS, whose faculty members were responsible 
for the bulk of the teaching power in the Liberal Studies 
program, which drew its very identity from its close 
association with CLS. 
The decline of our liberal arts tradition will no doubt 
mean the departure of numerous JMU faculty, attracted to 
other institutions where their disciplines are still held in high 
esteem. 
Do you really want someone like me leading your 
university? The fates and your pleas are hectoring me to step 
down. Let me resign forthwith and be avenged by poets and 
truthseekers rather than abide here by the bleaked CISAT 
shrine as a laughing slock and burden of the school. 
As Laura McClinlock, JMU alumna and legislative head 
of United States Student Association states: "the face of JMU 
is changing . . . and along with it the increasing demands of 
the academic community. JMU students and faculty need a 
voice." 
JMU is on the verge of being a great catalyst, either 
precipitating positive academic change or American 
Association of University Professors censuring and 
humiliation. Were I an Odysseus or Sisyphus, or numerous 
others, both men and women, who could symbolize the 
strength of a community through wise decision making or 
admitting to making a mistake, I would stay. But. I am not. 
The hour of departure has arrived, and we go our ways — 
I to retire and you to academically live. Which is better . . . 
isn't it obvious? 
 Columnist Kevin Steele^ is_a senior^Joreign^\?J}S"iteJ^ 
major. 
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There are still a few spaces left for 
the Fall 1995 and Spring 1996 
semesters. 
London is calling YOU!  Don't wait 
to answer, or it may be too late. 
fall 19*5 
In addition to 
regular SIL 
courses, Prof. Scott 
Stevens will teach 
"British 
Contributions to 
Modern Science." 
This semester. Prof. 
Bob Brookshire will 
teach "Europe, 
1992." Mother 
courses listed in the 
International 
Programs brochure 
will also be available. 
For more information and application materials, 
contact the Office of International Education, Paul St. 
House, x6419;  or Doug Kehlenbrink, Director of the 
Semester in London, x6971. 
2 Blocks to Campus 
MADISON SQUARE 
I) 
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath 
Fully furnished units 
Individual leases 
* SOME ROOMS 
REDUCED* 
Appliances furnished 
Central heat /air 
CALL TODAY 
434-1173 
COLDWELL BANKER 
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE 
COLDWGLL 
BANKCR □ 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
Age I 1982 Age 15,1990 Age 18,1993 
Elizabeth Suto. 
Killed by a drunk driver on February 27,1994, on Bell Blvd. 
in Cedar Park, Texas. 
If you don'i slop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
Top Ten Reasons To 
Attend JMU's 
Summer Session 
10. The Valley is a great place for hiking, biking, swimming, and 
many other recreational activities. 
9.   Exciting events will be planned and services will be provided 
by Student Activities. 
8.   There are many employment opportunities in Harrisonburg. 
7.   Work study positions will be available. 
6.   There will be no break in June and all sessions will be 
completed by the end of July. 
5.   Course offerings will be expanded across all four week terms. 
4.   Courses will be offered at convenient times. 
3.   You will have the opportunity to take up to 18 credit hours. 
(2 classes per session for 3 sessions) 
2.   Offerings of high demand courses such as Biology, 
Oceanography, Philosophy, and Religion will be increased. 
1.   You may earn enough credit hours to graduate on time or 
even early. 
Telephone Registration will be March 20-29 
March 20-24 JMU Students 
March 27-29 JMU and Special Students 
Session Session Dates 
May 
6 week I 
June 
6 week II 
July 
May 8-June 2 
May 8-June 16 
June 5-June 30 
June 19-July 28 
July 5-July 28 
Add/Drop Withdrawl 
May 10 
May 11 
June 7 
June 22 
July 7 
May 18 
May 26 
June 16 
July 7 
July 14 
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Expounding the virtues of Harrisonburg life 
Not too long ago I realized that I really like Harrisonburg. 
It isn't uncommon to hear someone trashing this town, and I 
wanted to say a few things in favor of it. My first inclination 
is to ask the critic where he thought JMU was located. Paris, 
maybe? Did the backwards-walking Student Ambassadors lie 
and say that for sheer excitement Harrisonburg gives Los 
Angeles a run for its money? Doubtful. You knew what you 
were in for when you matriculated. In the words of the great 
Merle Haggard, "If you don't love it, leave it." 
No, sorry, that's too harsh. How about, "If you don't love 
it, learn to appreciate it. Please." Here are replies, in no 
particular order, to common complaints about Harrisonburg: 
"Good movies don't come here." New movies open 
every week, and all of the popular films eventually make it to 
the theatres here. If they don't, there's always Blockbuster. 
Besides, it's not like the average college student can afford to 
go to the movies very frequently. That is, unless you count 
the buck-fifty movies at Grafton Stovall, where you can't 
hear the soundtrack because the loudspeakers are made from 
two tin cans and a string, and also you can't see because the 
projector uses a 13-watt bulb so even car explosions look 
dim. Not that I'm complaining. 
"There aren't any good restaurants." Actually, there 
are several good ones, and I'm not talking about the 
mediocre restaurants with synthetic atmospheres (e.g. 
Pargo's and Ruby Tuesday's). The Joshua Wilton House is 
suitable for special occasions, and we have no fewer than 
three good Italian places to choose from. And for fine dining 
at a rock-bottom price, you can't beat the Waffle House. 
Where else can you get a whole meal (including hash browns 
cooked scattered, smothered, beaten, mutilated and chunked) 
for less than $5? Harrisonburg has two of these high- 
cholesterol heavens at either end of town. Bon apptftit. 
"There just isn't anything to do here!" College students 
limit their recreations to a handful of activities: rutting 
around for members of the opposite sex. using alcohol to run 
away from their lives and watching "Melrose Place." I would 
agree that Harrisonburg is boring if JMU students used the 
available entertainment to its fullest extent. Since 
Harrisonburg isn't in a wealthy part of the state, there are a 
number of cheap things to do here. Students generally don't 
go hiking or bowling, for instance, so I cannot agree with this 
criticism. 
p™~jjjjjjjjjjj~- 
Heresies 
— Eric M. Johnson 
Closely related to the "nothing to do" aspersion is the "good 
bands don't come here" complaint. The University Program 
Board gets blamed because popular entertainers perform at 
every other school in Virginia but not here. I have no idea if this 
is UPB's fault — I suspect it isn't — but I know it is not 
Harrisonburg's fault. In any case, if you want to hear bad music 
played badly, you don't have to go to a concert. You can hear it 
anytime on WXJM. 
"You can't buy clothes in Harrisonburg." Okay, here's an 
irrefutable one. In general, the Shenandoah Valley does not have 
a huge number of retail stores. Shopping around means choosing 
between two or three places, not 10. 
It could be worse, though. Valley Mall is the major shopping 
center for a 30-mile radius. Yes, people from all across the area 
travel to Valley Mall, with its one level and fewer than 100 
stores. If you think this city is bad, try Elkton. At least it's not 
impossible to find what you want. Difficult, yes, but not 
impossible. 
"The people here are backward." This is probably the most 
repellent reason for disliking Harrisonburg. First of all. JMU 
students are not particularly well-educated, even when we get 
our diplomas. Second, students are visiting for a few years, but 
everyone else lives here permanently. What right do we have to 
complain about our hosts? 
But enough of the nay-saying and on with the virtues. A large 
part of Harrisonburg's appeal is that it retains the virtues of 
small-town life while displaying many urban advantages. People 
can walk home at 3 a.m. without fearing for their lives. In bigger 
cities, walking around in the middle of the day is frightening. A 
traffic jam here means that you have to wait three minutes for a 
stoplight* on Route 33. 
The cost of living is dramatically lower than in eastern 
Virginia. Food costs a lot less, especially if you go to Rack & 
Sack. Local housing is at least a third cheaper than 
comparable housing around Washington. 
Speaking of houses, Harrisonburg's architecture is 
actually more pleasing to the eye than the average suburban 
neighborhood. When looking at a large house in 
Harrisonburg, the viewer thinks. "That's a lovely house," 
whereas looking at a large house in the suburbs provokes the 
question, "I wonder how much that costs?" 
Not only that, but the local stores and businesses are 
largely devoid of the flashy tackiness that pervades American 
life. Neon signs are virtually unknown, aside from a short 
stretch of Market Street, and public advertisements are 
minimal. This reluctance to extend commerce into every 
facet of life springs from the rural knowledge that money, 
important as it is, cannot ultimately bring satisfaction. Gur 
nation has forgotten how to follow that bit of wisdom; 
though everyone agrees with it, most working adults still 
think that if only their salaries were higher, they would be 
happy. 
Throughout most of history, large cities have been 
associated with law and order, learning and artistic 
excellence. To the urban way of thinking, the countryside 
was populated with narrow, uneducated types who robbed 
and murdered at will. That is why superlatives like 
"civilized" and "urbane" derive from synonyms for "city." 
while the pejoratives "villain" and "provincial" come from 
words for the country. 
In an odd reversal of fortune, the big cities are now 
barbarous and lawless, and thinly populated areas are 
congenial and safe. 
I have left out Harrisonburg's most prominent asset, 
which no one will deny. Go three miles in any direction, and 
you will be surrounded by the loveliest part of the most 
beautiful state in the Union. 
Wail a few weeks until spring arrives, and then look at the 
undulating green pastures punctuated with gentle livestock or 
the rolling, forested hills. 
Sights as magnificent as those require the talents of a poet, 
and as 1 cannot do justice to them. I will leave nature to 
speak for herself. 
Columnist Eric M. Johnson is a senior history major. 
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another 119 days before you have to start working 
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PHOTOS BY MIKE HEFFNER//>/IM<> editor 
RR Donnelley and Sons prints off press signatures, groups of pages that are put into 
books. These signatures are for Stephen King's Nightmares and Dreamscapes. King 
is just one of the best-selling authors whose books the company prints. 
Jeff Kirtley, a two-color press technician at RR Donnelley and Sons for the past 13 y 
Local printers contribute the fina] 
printed works of creativity writte 
by Christy Pitrelli 
staff writer 
The offset presses run off two half-ton paper rolls at the same time. These rolls go 
through at the rate of 1,000 feet per minute. An offset press works by lining up a roller 
from a master plate, then running paper between the ink roller and another roller. 
Before the horror of a Stephen King novel can send chills up 
your spine or the steamy romance of a Danielle Steele book can 
describe your wildest fantasies, they have to go through one 
common step. This step is being completed locally by three 
printers who turn the work of best-selling and less-known 
writers into books. 
Novels by bestselling authors Danielle Steele and Tom 
Clancy are just a few of the popular books printed by RR 
Donnelley and Sons Company, a printing company located on 
Kratzer Road in the northwest corridor of Harrisonburg. 
Founded in 1864, the RR Donnelley and Sons is the world's 
largest commercial printer with sales greater than $4.8 billion in 
1994 and more than 35,000 employees, according to Randy 
Freeman, supervisor of customer services at the RR Donnelley 
and Sons division in Harrisonburg, one of 180 locations 
worl Iwide. 
S •ecializing in the printing of books, magazines, catalogs, 
inse ts, computer documentation, financial printing and 
dire-lories, the-company continues to grow. "It [the 
Han sonburg division) started up in May 1980 on the site of the 
font or Rockingham fairgrounds and today represents the most 
stati of-the-art technology available," Freeman said. 
C 'owing from a small, family-owned business into an 
mi n MI si' international corporation, RR Donnelley and Sons 
rece ves books from the most widely read contemporary authors. 
"M;i iy of the titles manufactured in Harrisonburg are the result 
of i mtracts negotiated with some of the world's largest 
pu^> shers, who in turn represent some of the most popular 
authors of the day," Freeman said. 
A current bestseller printed recently by the Harrisonburg 
division is Crossing the Threshold of Hope by Pope John Paul 
II. Although the content of the book 
the public as they are assembled, Fn 
success of the Pope's book. 
It has been successful in terms of 
excess of 1 million books in various 
now in distribution, he said. 
While another local printer. Ban 
print bestsellers, it docs print a la 
federal tax and legal guides, and I 
manuals. It is one of the top 10 pri 
according to Jeff Stapel, human i 
Harrisonburg division, which opened 
Road. 
The books received by the print 
either in the form of camera-rea 
diskettes, Stapel said. The publisher 
in one to three weeks, according to S 
The printing press setting was de: 
industrial environment with large 
printing presses through which rolls < 
Although the Banta Compat 
machinery, Stapel said the Banta woi 
success of the company. "Most print 
equipment, but it takes good people t 
On a much smaller scale than 
Donnelley and Sons and Banta Cor 
Highway 42 is a small, family-own 
people in Harrisonburg and the re 
printers such as RR Donnelley serv< 
co-owner of Branner Printing, said. 
With a work force of 26 peop 
founded in 1936 and prints books. ! 
storybooks, family trees, family 
magazines, newspapers, advertiseme 
rYLE 
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ist 13 years, inspects a group of signatures as they come off the press. 
nal step in producing bound, 
tten by authors large and small 
lie books printed is confidential to 
>led, Freeman did comment on the 
:rms of books in print, with well in 
various versions and binding styles 
IT, Banla Company Inc., does not 
int a large amount of textbooks, 
i, and Lotus software instruction 
i 10 printers in the United States, 
uman resources manager of the 
opened in 1976 on Willow Spring 
ic primers from the publisher are 
era-ready manuscripts, film or 
iblishers usually receive the books 
ng to Stapel. 
was described by Stapel as a loud, 
h large $3 million to $4 million 
h rolls of paper are run. 
ompany  utilizes high-q lality 
inta workers are instrumental in the 
st printing companies use the same 
>eople to succeed," he said. 
: than such large printers as L. 
nta Company, Branner Printing on 
ly-owned business. "We serve the 
the resi of the Valley while big 
sy serve the world," L.B. Br inner. 
, said. 
6 people. Branner Printin; was 
looks, such as full-color children's 
"amily histories, medical books, 
rtisements and journals. 
"We printed works by professors at JMU and L-Va.. and we 
also ran Chrysclis for JMU some years back." R^r Rnnrnr co- 
owner and brother „!" L.B., JUI J. 
Since the works printed and bound by Branner are not 
obtained through negotiations with publishers, but rather 
through the actual clients, the company meets a varietv of 
people. 
"We get to meet a lot of different people in diffeent 
occupations. A lot of them have traveled a lot, and it's gre. t lo 
talk to them," Ron Branner said. 
The company prints from a diverse group of clients. ' We 
recently did advertising work for an electronics show in as 
Vegas in which a client was a participant," Branner said. 
In addition to advertising, the company also prints atla- s. 
according to Ron Branner. "We do a lot of county atlases i  d 
have a client who takes old atlases and compiles them into on 
he said. 
According lo L.B. Branner. the printing plant atmosphere ai a 
small company is much different than the massive industn il 
environment of larger printing companies. 
Instead of mass producing thousands of books, the Brann r 
Aork force works on books one at a time, a process whk 
invo.ves the team efforts of the company's four department 
designing, creating, printing and bindery, according to L.I 
Branner. 
Once a book is printed by Branner, it is sent back to the client 
vho may then sell it, according to Ron Branner. 
Despite all the machinery involved and the cold stereotype of 
a factory atmosphere, there is a creative aspect of printing as the 
•lient's manuscript is transformed into a book from the 
cctangular sheets of the printing press. 
"As we lake the flat sheets and make them into a book, wc 
TC taking raw materials and creating an artwork." L. B. Branner 
aid. 
Book invites readers to 
converse vrith the pope 
Work introduces big man, gigantic truth 
by Eric Johnson 
senior writer 
Reviewing a book by the pope seems like a 
job for an angel, not a mortal. Even most non- 
Catholics sec Pope John Paul II as a deeply 
spiritual man devoted to the improvement of 
the world. For Catholics, the pope is the rock 
upon which the Church is built. 
How can a college journalist pass judgment 
on the pope's words? 
And yet one gels the impression that the 
Holy Father would approve of anyone 
discussing Crowing the Threshold of Hope. In 
the 16 years since his installation. John Paul 
has tried to turn the world toward supernatural 
matters, despite the world's resistance. 
He sees humanity hungering for divine 
nourishment in an age full of hopelessness, and 
his writings are one part of his plan to fulfill 
that need. 
REVIEW 
Crossing the Threshold of Hope doesn't 
confront objections to Christianity so much as 
transcends them. Rather than merely offering a 
critique of the world, John Paui has chosen to 
convert il through the love of God. To 
accomplish this, he points toward the future 
while drawing on the Catholic tradition, 
echoing the angel's greeting to Mary. "Be not 
afraid!" 
The book began as a TV show, strangely 
enough. Italian Radio and Television proposed 
to broadcast a live interview with the pope to 
be picked up by networks in other countries. 
The interviewer, Vittorio Messori, 
presubmitied a list of questions so his Holiness 
could give some thought to them. 
At the last minute the pope had to decline 
the offer because of his busy schedule, but after 
a few months he sent back written responses to 
the questions. A short lime later publishers 
distributed Crossing the Threshold to every 
continent. 
These many readers will have a hard time 
classifying the book. 
Although it contains the pope's personal 
views, it cannot be called a theological work or 
a personal reflection. Crossing the Threshold is 
best compared with an invitation to 
conversation. 
The pope wants to tackle the problems of 
the masses head on, using the radical method 
of honest dialogue. 
He applies this method by using queries as 
chapter titles, such as "If God Exists Why Is 
He Hiding?" and "Why Is There So Much Evil 
in the World?" These are fairly common 
questions, routinely heard in churches 
•verywhere. Instead of brushing them aside 
nd leaving them for bishops and priests to 
nswer, John Paul answers them briefly but 
thoroughly. 
The writing is clear and simple, befitting a 
book aimed at the widest possible audience. 
The pope, fluent in eight languages, knew his 
words would reach many different cultures, so 
Crossing the Threshold draws upon the 
universal imagery of Holy Scripture and the 
human experience. 
Considering   that   his  scope   includes 
complicated subjects such as heaven, hell, evil 
and beauty, the ease with which he writes is 
admirable. 
This clarity might mystify Americans who 
are unaccustomed to prose that makes no 
attempt to amuse or sell something. Readers 
might mistake the pope's manner lor 
detachment or superficiality, but a second 
glance at any given passage reveals the solid 
core upholding (he gentle words. He has the 
rare knack of speaking to people's doubts 
without being condescending. 
He maintains this charitable style when 
talking about other religions. The Second 
Vatican Council (1962-1965) proclaimed 
Catholics ought to affirm every true proposition 
in other faiths before discussing any 
differences. 
Several chapters are devoted lo this task. To 
give one example: the pope admires the high 
priorily the Buddhists give to prayer and th< 
soul, but he reiterates the ancient Judco- 
Christian belief that the world is neither 
completely evil nor wholly an illusion. 
Although he brings the same positive 
approach to the modern world's errors. John 
Paul is much more direct in presenting an 
alternative to this society, which he says is in 
the grips of a "culture of death." 
Interwoven with the main focus, the 
Christian Gospel is the pope's profound critique 
of our 20th century wasteland, made barren by 
dozens of false political gods and a thousand 
fratricidal wars. 
It is obvious that John Paul is uniquely 
qualified to speak about the monstrosities of our 
times. John Paul's homeland. Poland, was one 
of the lew lucky countries to be subjugated by 
Nazism and Communism, the two most 
murderous ideologies in the history of our 
planet. 
He sees humanity 
hungering for divine 
nourishment in an age 
full of hopelessness, 
and his writings are 
one part of his plan to 
fulfill that need. 
Before his ordination as a priest, John Paul 
was an actor and playwright in an underground 
theatre troupe during the German occupation. 
He became a professor of philosophy, then a 
parish priest, then a bishop. 
Throughout his life he has tirelessly worked 
to turn evil into good, whether evil manifested 
itself in a totalitarian government or in a single 
human soul. 
Since its publication, millions of curious 
readers have purchased Crossing the Threshold 
of Hope, an astounding number for a scholarly, 
religious work. This small book is a fine 
introduction to a big man and a still more 
gigantic truth. 
ft ■   i 
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FRIENDS DON'T LET 
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
SievicAceFlores. 
Killed by a drunk dnver on March 23,1993, 
on Pacific Coasl Highway in Wilmington, Call). 
If you don't stop your fnend from driving drunk, who will? 
' Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE Pffl 
u S Dtp**"—*" o* irwoonmo* 
Bill Nave saved these 
kids from drowning, 
but hes not 
:
'a lifeguard. 
Verleeta Wooten found 
several 
but shes not 
new stars 
an astronomer 
These are 
teachers. But 
to the kids they reach, 
they're heroes. 
Rue* Id a* Powo 
nmj \ fto 
BE A HERO. 
Off 1-800-45-TEACH. 
New Buffalo Wings 
Pizza and Wings, two favorites that bring people together. 
12BuffaloWirlSsi 
with any Pizza Purchase 
at Regular Menu Price 
Youll love the stuff we're made of." 
Your pizza is right or ifs free. 
GUARANTEED. 4lut 
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DINE-IN/CARRYOUT 
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Exuberance wins on frosh album 
Charlottesville singer brings fun, exciting music to Little Grill 
by Jason Comer 
staff writer 
Everybody reading this remembers their 
freshman year — I know I remember 
significant portions of mine. It's a time of 
immense exuberance, excitement, 
experimentation and other things that start with 
the letters "E" and "X." 
It's a time to try out different social 
practices, political ideas and forms of 
chemistry, and though some of it is looked 
back on with rue, it's always a time of vigor. 
Down" and 'Trust My Heart." 
But Repass never sinks into angry-young- 
woman oblivion, mainly because she writes 
such good songs and sings them so well. Her 
pronunciation is extremely articulate, although 
brought up a bit too high in the mix, and her 
range is phenomenal. She soars several octaves 
above normal human levels and still retains 
perfect clarity. As a songwriter she's clearly 
learned the right tricks from folk music legend 
Joni Mitchell — she favors odd. surprising 
melodies and minor chords. Her best songs 
work on drone principles, where Repass will 
keep an acoustic riff going while her other 
musicians float changes over it. 
These other musicians are part of what 
makes this disk such a good listen. Only a few 
of the songs have an actual drum kit player, but 
almost all the rest have bongos, congas, 
shakers and other percussion instruments 
played by Darrell Rose and Raoul (no other 
name, just Raoul). This is in keeping with the 
REVIEW 
"Chapter I: The Coming of Age," is just 
such a freshman effort. It's a hip, fun, 
enjoyable release from Wendy Repass, a young 
singer/songwriter from Charlottesville, home 
of Dave Matthews. Oh, and the University of 
Virginia is there too. 
The title of the album is misleading, though. 
A "Coming of Age" is supposed to put youth 
aside, and replace it with the serenity of 
maturity. But Repass's disk is far from serene. 
Rather, it's a chapter straight out of wild-eyed 
youth, an evocation of all of young adulthood's 
rages, melancholies and generally 
undisciplined moods. 
This comes out far more in Repass's lyrics 
than anything else. Lines like "I deserve better 
than this/1 deserve better than this/ All that shit 
I took before/ Well, I won't take it anymore," 
though far from being the best on the album, 
are indicative of the disk's mood as a whole, as 
are such songs as "Nothing's Gonna Bring Me 
PHOTO COURTESY OF DREAM SEQUENCE MUSIC 
'Chapter 1: The Coming of Age' from Wendy Repass evokes emotions of youth. 
coffee-house-circa-beginning-of-the-beat-era 
atmosphere that the songs have. 
Lots of other excellent instrumentation 
decorate the album as well. Kevin McNoldy 
and Jason Kapp both turn in fine bass 
performances. Kapp particularly shines on the 
love song 'Lookin' at You." where he squeezes 
out fat raindrops of sound against hypnotic 
guitar and pounding tom-tom drums. "In The 
Din" has some of the best syncopated rhythms 
for triangle I've ever heard. 
"Janty" makes good use of instrumentation 
to develop a mood. The acoustic guitar and 
banjo combine with disturbing lines like-- 
"Mama died without her soul/ Sec the sickness 
wither her away/ Run away, Janty. run away/ 
Come back and bury ghosts another day" to 
evoke a dark and windy night in the mountains, 
haunted by death and memory. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum. 'Tiger 
Wakes" is the one song that really fails, 
because Repass strays away from the moods 
and textures that profit her elsewhere. This is 
the only real "rock" song on the album, and the 
guitar and drum work is as sloppy as the slap 
bass is overdone. Her voice, though not wispy 
or breathy, is too clear and bright for this kind 
of work and, besides, it's drowned out. 
This is the only poor song on the album 
though. Repass develops many other moods on 
"Coming of Age," rage and vehemence being 
prominent, but always mediated and made 
beautiful by her talents as a singer, songwriter 
and arranger. She finds the common ground 
between anger and discipline, perhaps the best 
kind of "coming of age." 
Wendy Repass will perform at the Little 
Grill on March 4 at 10 p.m. ,   . 
Look for 
igTop 
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THE COMMONS 
A happy place to be ... 
\\\ 11"' 
Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
• Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.) 
• Double bed in each bedroom 
• Full size washer and dryer 
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
• Built in microwave oven 
• Patio or balcony 
• Free Water and Sewer 
• Free trash pick-up 
• Full-time maintenance 
PURCEU 
PA«K JAMtS 
MADtSCH 
UNIVERSiTT 
Office Hours 
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30 
Sat 11 - 4:00 
Sun. 10:30 - 2:30 
Call The 
Commons 
today at 
432-0600 
and get off 
campus 
this fall! 
869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
— 
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So, you think you're some sorta 
Y FRIENDS 
AND I 
FOUND 
SOME EMPTY 
SEATS IN 
ABOUT THE 
lOTH ROW. I 
TOOK OFF 
MY COAT, 
SLID INTO 
MY FOLDING 
CHAIR AND 
LIT A 
CIGARETTE. 
TAKING A 
LOOK 
AROUND ME, 
I WAS 
SURPRISED 
BY WHAT I 
SAW. 
The last things I expected to see in an abandoned warehouse 
was a family, but they were there, kids and all. I also spotted 
the waitresses walking around, many in thong bikinis, while 
others sported T-shirts from the strip bar where they worked. 
Cops and rescue teams were in the upper-level balcony, 
looking down on all of us. 
I felt so dirty. 
The reason: I had paid $10 to be there to see the First 
Annual Springfield Toughman Contest. 
Having gone home for summer job training the weekend of 
Feb. 11-12, I didn't expect to do anything exciting since there 
isn't usually anything going on. 
But this weekend was special. 
My friend Julian called me Friday evening and insisted I go 
with him to the competition. I was hesitant at first but finally 
went out of sheer boredom. 
It was easily one of the weirdest things I have ever seen. 
The Springfield Toughman was put on by two promoters, 
Eric Boider and Johnny Bos. This was the first time Boider 
backed a Toughman competition since he regularly works as a 
boxing promoter. Then there's Bos, a Florida native, who has 
been running similar programs up and down the East Coast for 
about a year. 
They brought in 22 men — bouncers, police officers, 
bodybuilders, convicts and "just plain tough guys" — together 
for a showcase of Northern Virginia's burliest. The men were 
there to kick the crap out of each other for a chance to win 
$1,000 and advance to the national Pay-Per-View finals of the 
Toughman Contest in April. 
The whole- thing lived up to its billing as "Springfield's 
Most Exciting Event Ever," as dubbed on the flyer. 
As the fighters entered the warehouse, I was simply 
awestruck. There were several guys my little brother could 
have taken, but more importantly, there were the BIG men. 
These men looked like they could take on everyone in that 
warehouse without even breaking a sweat, and none of them 
looked especially cheerful that night. 
While I stared at the parade of impending doom and 
destruction moving toward the back of the arena, my friend 
Scott tapped me on the shoulder, laughing uncontrollably the 
whole time. I muttered an annoyed "What?" to which he 
responded with another string of laughter and a pointed finger. 
I followed his gesture to the source of his amusement. 
I can only attempt to relate to you what I saw. 
The first thing that caught my eye was his shirt. God, he was 
wearing one of the most hideous Hawaiian shirts I have ever 
seen, but it complemented his brown leisure suit quite well. 
That, coupled with his stringy, wet. dirty blond hair, gave him 
the appearance of a pimp from some tacky '70s TV show. 
Rounding out his image, Scott told me that as he passed by 
this guy at the snack bar earlier in the evening, "Mr. Pimp" 
slapped one of the scantily clad waitresses on the ass and told 
her to "get out there and make me some money." 
She replied. "Yes, daddy." 
Naturally, he was right at home with the crowd the 
competition drew. 
The people seated around me looked as if they couldn't 
afford tickets to a World Wrestling Federation match but were 
tired of going to the monster truck rally. 
I didn't really hold that against them since I was there too. 
,id. 
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PUT THE RIGHT WORDS IN CALVERT'S MOUTH 
AND 1-800-COLLECT WILL SEND 
YOU TO THE BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS. 
•• USE 1-BOO-COLLECT BECAUSE... 
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v*:- 
Calvert doesn't hold back 
when it comes to express- 
ing the benefits of using y   lustfi   in 
1-800-COLLECT.         jW the bubble 
Now it's your turn,  y above with 
the most 
important 
reason to 
always dial 
1-800-COLLECT 
when calling collect. 
If your quote is chosen, 
you'll be the lucky Grand 
prize winner of a 3-day, 2-night 
trip for two to attend the Billboard 
Music Awards (broadcast by 
FOX). Twenty first-place winners 
will receive a 1-800-COLLECT 
"Cool Collection" of prizes that 
includes a 1-800-COLLECT watch, 
boxer shorts and much more! 
1-800-COLLECT 
SIM m CM* Yn CalUp Tl 44%. 
To eriter, completo the lxiol>» above end ttw Irrtomietton 
Mow. Mail the entire pas*, to bo received by 5/1/95, to: 
"1-800-COLLECT" 
P.O. Box 4838 
Bloir, Nebraska 68009 
IFtoaaprrt) 
Name— 
Address. 
City  State. .Zip- 
Phone #(       ). 
Open to U.S. residents 15 or older. Void where prohibited  Entries mual be received by 5/1/M. Limit one entry per 
orivo»3po.arai*Prt»oftitotor2liiclud*aak1are,hoMandn^ 
For conleit rulee, by which entrant* are bound, eand a ooH addreeeed, atamped envelope to: 1-OQfrCOLUECT, P.O. Be* 
4860, Blalr, HE, 68009. WA residents need not affix postage to return envelope. 
1995 BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS ON FOX 
For leng lastaiics lei. 9prlriai banaenaHMmiw *T*T uaiiewi QwMja buimali oea. 
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but once they started whistling at the ring girl, I 
I lost all respect for them. 
I was also forced to lose all respect for my 
:
 friends when they did the same. Luckily, the 
.   fighting was about to begin. 
The first few fights were between the light 
{heavyweights. Boos filled the crowd when the 
l fighters were outfitted with their gloves and 
j headgear; I think they expected some sort of 
jdeath brawl involving chain saws and swords 
to ensue. 
To be honest, though, even I didn't think 
these tights would be very interesting because I 
didn't foresee these guys having any prior 
boxing or fighting experience. 
Boy was I wrong. 
My favorite of the light heavyweight fights 
involved a stocky white guy and a skinny 
Arabic kid who was simply announced as 
Hamid "The Hammer." 
The white guy looked like he was in his late 
20s. He had a relatively good build and seemed 
intimidating, so I figured he was going to 
pummel the scrawny Arabic kid, who looked as 
If he was about 21 and hadn't eaten in 20 years. 
During the fight. I was forced to rc-evalualc 
my preliminary critique of Hamid. 
'The Hammer" must have had some boxing 
experience because he displayed the agility and 
technique of a pro. He moved in cautiously, 
then attacked with a barrage of combination 
punches that wore his opponent out quickly. 
And it wasn't completely one-sided. Hamid 
took quite a bit of punishment too, but he 
handled the other guy's blows well, lasting all 
three rounds. 
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It was a unanimous decision. Hamid was 
declared the winner. After having seen him 
fight, his victory didn't shock me. but what did 
surprise me was the announcement that he was 
only 18 years old! 
Hamid was just a high school kid from 
Alexandria, yet he had totally humiliated his 
28-year-old opponent by manhandling him for 
three rounds. I was truly impressed. 
Another great light heavyweight contest 
came between a 34-year-old Korean ex-Marine 
and a 20-year-old Hispanic kid wearing a T- 
shirt that simply read. '•Latino." 
Being Hispanic myself, I pointed out to my 
friends that he was sure to be the winner. 
I should have bet some money on it. 
The kid was easily the most technical fighter 
of the evening, exercising all the fundamentals 
of good boxing strategy. He would bob and 
weave, slipping in jabs left and right, all the 
while avoiding the Korean's attacks and 
surprising him with spectacular combinations. 
Even more surprising was 
that my friend Ben, who 
was chemically 
uninhibited, would hurt 
this guy worse than the 
Latino kid ever could. 
As     the     third 
round      began.      I 
noticed Ben at the 
front 
door. I walked over to greet him and was 
immediately able to discern that he was 
experiencing better living. 
I started to clue Ben in to where he was 
when I saw the Latino kid moving in for his 
final assault. Ben and I watched as he decked 
the Korean guy with a one-two combination 
that sealed the fight. ^^mm^^^^^^^^ 
The ex-Marine 
collapsed onto the ropes 
and slid down to the 
mat. That's when Ben 
toughed 
Ben laughed so hard 
he was crying, 
exclaiming that he had 
never seen anyone gel 
hit so hard in his life. 
He   continued   to 
laugh so hard that other people started laughing 
too. Soon ihe whole place had joined in. 
In the midst of all this. I spotted the Korean 
guy trying to pick up the fragments of his ego 
and leave the ring as quickly as possible. 
Finally, the guy who ended up winning the 
light heavyweight part of the competition was 
Glen Puckett. a 28-ycar-old Burke native. 
I saw his first fight and came to completely 
understand why he won his division. 
Although his opponent was equal to him in 
si/e. Glen disposed of him with case. 
It was one of the few fights that didn't last 
all three rounds. It was also one of ihe few 
fights where everyone in the warehouse was 
literally on the edge of their seats. 
Glen didn't seem to do loo much in 
the first round but then exploded in 
the second. The highlight of the 
night was definitely his k.o. right 
hook. 
He   had  just   landed   a 
stunning uppcrcut. and the other 
guy was obviously off balance. 
Glen led with his left as his 
opponent dodged right and 
goi tagged by a solid right 
that sent him careening to the 
canvas. 
The referee gave him the 
10 count, but it didn't matter; the 
guy was unconscious. Paramedics 
rushed him to the 
nearest hospital, 
which    left 
t     h     e 
"The fighters were all 
huge, angry men, and 
they looked like they 
were determined to 
dismember anyone who 
stood in their way." 
crowd in an uproar. They didn't care that he 
had been hurt; they were just pissed because 
the heavyweight fights were delayed a h6It- 
hour until another ambulance arrived. 
While waiting, the audience built,up 
enthusiasm for the heavyweights. These were 
all-out wars. 
_^_^__^_^__ The lighters were 
all huge, angry men. 
and they looked like 
ihey were determined to 
dismember anyone who 
stood in thcii way. 
I remember one 
fight especially. 
In the ring were 
two of Ihe largest black 
men l have ever seen. 
 For three  rounds,  I 
watched these men as Ihey exchanged bone- 
crushing blow after blow. They landed well- 
placed punches and evaded each other as hJft * 
ihey could, but they beat each oiher so horribly. 
I hurt jusi watching it. 
They fought so well in fact, ih.n both were 
invited back for ihe finals, which was an 
exception to ihe rules. 
Bui regardless of their hard-earned victories. 
ihey would be no match for the ultimate w inner 
of ihe Toughman of Springfield. 
At 6 feet 3 inches. 240 pounds. Alexandria's 
own John Graham is a sight to behold. 
Crowned the champion of the Toughman after 
winning four lights during the two-day contesi. 
he had no training prior to this event and just 
basically overpowered his opponents in every 
case. 
For all his work, he received: a $1,000 prize, 
a jacket wiih "Toughman of Springfield" 
embroidered across the back and a slot in the 
regional finals. Boidcr informed me thai if 
there wasn't a regional contest. Graham could 
advance directly to Ihe national finals of the 
Toughman. This event will be held at the 
MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas on April 20 
and will be available on Pay-Pcr-View- 
channels in various areas. 
Overall, Boider felt the contest was a 
success, though he was a bit disappointed with 
the turnout. 
Oh well. He already has another event in the 
works for this summer and is planning on 
holding the Second Annual Toughman Contesi 
in Springfield in January or February 1996. 
I already have my tickets on hold. 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
JAMES HAWKINS/ 
senior artist 
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Want to get more involved 
in your university? 
The Breeze news section is currently filling the positions of police reporter, in addition to faculty and court 
reporter for the1995-'96 year. Anyone interested in these beat positions should send a letter of application to Greg 
and Becky, @ The Breeze in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by Friday, March 3. Questions? Call x6699. 
• No experience is necessary. On the job training is provided • 
*& 
Have   your 
customers 
left  you  in 
the  dark? 
Find the light ! 
Check out Breeze 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jonathan Rhudy 
at 568-6127 
■In. 
ONE OF THE BEST 
WEAPONS TO FIGHT 
VIOLENT CRIME 
DOESN'T COST A DIME. 
1-800-WE-PREVENT 
CAU TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION. 
<T^  TMCEHBITEaUTOf 
Whoever Said 
the best things in life are free 
probably had a trust fund. 
N 
\ 
' 
\ 
VISA 
fOOO   :.1T'   5bl8 
1PLUS 
It's every v^2** 
-you AA/artt to be.* 
i Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S \ 
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FEE PHOTO 
Sophomore guard Holly Rilinger averages 13.8 
points per game for the Dukes... 
It's 
Tourney 
Time 
The women's basketball team hopes 
to claim its first CM championship 
since 1989, while the men hope to 
end a five-game losing streak and 
return to the NCAAs for the second- 
straight year. PILE I'HOTO ... while senior forward Louis Rowe leads the 
men's team with 22.1 points per game. 
by Brett Sahm 
staff writer 
The JMU women's basketball team has high 
expectations going into the Colonial Athletic 
Association Tournament, which will start 
March 9 in Norfolk. 
The Dukes are currently 19-6 overall, 12-1 
in the CAA, with one remaining CAA game 
against University of Richmond tonight. They 
are on a nine-game winning streak and are 
coming off a huge victory against Old 
Dominion University, which vaulted JMU into 
first place in the conference. 
"We're in first place right now," sophomore 
point guard Holly Rilinger said. "We just have 
to play like we've been playing in order to win 
the tournament." 
In the postseason 
everybody starts from 
ground zero. yy 
Kara RatlifT 
senior forward 
The key to the Dukes' success of late has 
been the play of leading scorer Rilinger and 
sophomore forward Sarah Schreib. 
Schreib has led the Dukes in rebounding in 
four of the last five games and also scored 30 
points in the win against ODU. Rilinger scored 
28 points against George Mason University on 
Feb. 23 and has been shooting well from three- 
point range. She is 34-of-88 from outside the 
arc on the year. 
Other players who have played well during 
the Dukes' winning streak include: junior 
shooting guard Krissy Heinbaugh, senior 
forward Kara Ratliff and senior guard Christina 
Lee. 
"Krissy, Holly, Kara and Sarah have all been 
playing extremely well for us," head coach 
Shelia Moorman said. "Kara is now back on 
her game, and I feel like Christina Lee is our 
glue-type player. She holds our team together." 
An underlying factor to the success of the 
Dukes in the tournament may be the play of 
sophomore backup centers Jen Williams and 
Jen Turczyn. Junior center Heather Hopkins 
will not be with the team because of a knee 
injury, which will force Williams and Turczyn 
to step up their play. 
"I feel our post players coming off the bench 
will be a factor in our success in the 
tournament," Ratliff said. "Since Heather 
Hopkins won't be playing, Jen Turczyn and Jen 
Williams will both have to step up and play 
[Hopkins'] role." 
Even without Hopkins, the team still 
possesses great depth. Nine players average 
more than five minutes a game. 
"I feel that a strength of our team is our 
bench," Rilinger said. "Our bench played 
extremely well against American, and we arc 
deep as a team." 
The main competition in the tournament will 
likely come from ODU, who feature star 
performers in sophmore guard Patricia 
Penicheiro and junor guard Shonda Deberry. 
However, Moorman cites American, Richmond 
and GMU as legitimate contenders. 
"Richmond and George Mason are really 
coming on as of late," Moorman said. "I feel 
that the real darkhorse will be George Mason." 
Despite the fact that only Richmond and 
ODU have come within 10 points of the Dukes 
during the regular season, the players are still 
cautious about the other teams in the 
conference. 
"In the postseason everybody starts from 
ground zero," Ratliff said. "It's a whole new 
season, and some of the lower-seeded teams 
don't have anything to lose." 
The goals of the team are high coming into 
the tournament because of its first-place status, 
but Moorman said she wants the team to keep a 
level head about its expectations. 
"Our goal will be to win the next game. If 
you don't do that, mistakes can happen." she 
said. "We have to be simplistic and concentrate 
on one game at a time." 
by Adam Foldenauer 
staff writer 
Throughout JMU's recent four-game skid, 
the team lacked intensity and often appeared 
confused on the court. Monday against UNC 
Charlotte, the spark returned and the effort was 
there, but the result remained the same. 
Junior guard Darren McLinton's last-minute 
three-point barrage fell short, and JMU 
extended its losing streak to five games, 
dropping a 77-74 decision to the 49ers in front 
of 4,500 at the Convocation Center. 
The losing streak is the longest during head 
coach Lefty Driesell's seven-year tenure at 
JMU. The Dukes drop to 14-12, 9-5 after 
Monday's regular-season finale. 
Despite Monday's loss, and the Dukes' 
current downslide, hopes remain that JMU will 
experience a turnaround come this weekend's 
Colonial Athletic Association Tournament. 
JMU enters the tournament, which begins 
March 4, as the third seed, and will face sixth- 
seeded William & Mary in the 9:30 p.m. 
opening-round game. The Dukes swept the 
season series with the Tribe. 
"I've never lost five games in a row in my 
life, and we aren't going to lose any more." 
senior guard Kent Culuko said. "We're going 
to come together with three big wins in the 
tournament. I have this feeling." 
If the Dukes get past W&M, they'll face the 
winner of the UNC-Wilmington-University of 
Richmond game March 5. JMU swept UNC- 
W, and split the season series with UR. 
Old Dominion University enters as the 
tournament's top seed, and will face eighth- 
seeded George Mason University in the first 
round. Fourth-seeded East Carolina University 
and fifth-seeded American University face off 
in the other first-round game. 
As the crowd thinned out in the final minute 
of Monday's game against UNCC, and the 
Dukes down by 10, McLinton gave the 
remaining JMU faithful a glimmer of hope. 
McLinton. who finished with 15 points, hit 
a three-pointer with 25 seconds remaining, 
another at 18 seconds and was fouled while 
draining a third with 11 ticks on the clock Ije 
converted the free throw to complete the lour- 
point play and bring JMU to within one. 75-74. 
After two free throws by UNCC's James 
Ponce with nine seconds remaining, senior 
forward Lou Rowe took the inbound pass and 
tossed it to McLinton under the 49er basket. 
McLinton weaved his way up the court and let 
fly from the left side of the JMU three-point 
arc. but his attempt clanged off the back iron as 
the buzzer sounded. 
"I wanted to be able to go down the middle 
of the court, but they were keying on me," 
McLinton said of the final play. "(The left) was 
not where I really wanted to take the shot." 
The 49ers whipped JMU 95-80 in Charlotte 
last season. UNCC head coach Jeff Mullins 
was concerned coming into the Convo and 
joked about McLinton's late heroics. 
"It was a hard-fought game, we knew it 
would be," Mullins said. "At the end. I said. 
'Let that little guy shoot, he can't hit four in a 
row.'" 
The taller 49ers schooled the Dukes on the 
boards. Seven-foot center Jermain Parker 
pulled down seven rebounds and scored most 
of his 18 points on second shots. For the g^*M 
UNCC outrebounded JMU 40 to 31. 
Culuko dropped in five three-pointers, 
finished with 18 points and led JMU with 
seven rebounds. Rowe also hit for 18 points 
and was 10-of-l I from the foul line. 
"We still had a chance to tie it up at the 
end," McLinton said. 'That's positive. We kept 
fighting. We need to take that momentum into 
the tournament." 
Driesell, however, found little about which 
to be cheerful. "I don't like anything when we 
lose," Driesell said. "I'm never going to get 
used to losing if I coach to be 100 (years old]." 
Driesell, who is 63 years old. might not be 
at JMU when he reaches 64. much less 100. 
Rumors abound about his stepping down as 
coach of the Dukes alter the season. 
"I always think of that." Driesell said of 
coming hack next year. "I'll decide what I'm 
going to do when the season's over. Right now 
I just want to try to win the tournament." 
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 in JMU fencing places 
Sophomore, two freshmen qualify for post-season competition despite lack of experience 
by Rachel Woodall 
staff writer 
The JMU women's fencing leam 
will now be able to scream "en 
garde" at ihe NCAA Regional 
Fencing Tournament due to the 
qualification of three members. 
What is so extraordinary about 
this leal, said coach Paul Campbell, 
is thai two of the women are 
freshmen. 
Freshmen Jcnna Morgan and 
Katie Sechrist and sophomore 
Suzanne Lewandowski are ihe 
qualifiers and will go to compete at 
the University of North Carolina at 
ChaaaLHill. 
••The tournament will be a test of 
endurance — not just how well you 
can fence — but how long you can 
keep it up." Morgan said. 
The regional tournament will have 
a different format this year, "making 
it more competitive," Campbell said. 
It is now a round-robin style with the 
fencers having to compete against 
twice as many people. -Even though 
the opposition will be more 
competitive, Sechrist and Morgan 
feel ready. Sechrist. who has never 
fenced before this year, has become 
one of the team's top fencers. 
"I am really happy I got involved. 
I've met a lot of people." she said. "It 
adds structure to your day." 
Morgan competed in high school 
and has placed high in several 
matches this year. In addition, she 
said she attends the 7-9 a.m. 
practices, where the team runs drills, 
and also receives private lessons 
from Campbell. Overall, she said she 
trains about 16-17 hours a week. 
"I'm looking forward to the 
tournament." Morgan said. I think I 
have a pretty good chance to 
qualify." 
Besides Morgan and Sechrist, 
other newcomers have come to the 
squad as well. In lac I, it is even the 
coach's first year at JMU. 
it has been real exciting this 
year," Campbell said. "It has been a 
transition, with only two returning 
athletes. It has been quite a challenge 
for me and for the team, and we 
never would have done so well if it 
wasn't for the support of the athletic 
department and team." 
This season has been a learning 
one and other squads in the area did 
not expect a lot from JMU. Campbell 
said. Campbell himself helped at 
Virginia Tech coaching fencing and 
officiating matches. 
"I knew that JMU really 
dominated in the state, but I also 
knew there would be changes." he 
said. "I pretty much started out with a 
clean slate." 
Although the team would be 
mostly newcomers, Sechrist 
surprised him the most with her 
ability. 
"She kept saying that she didn't 
have enough coordination, but she is 
really an outstanding athlete," 
Campbell said. "To qualify is an 
incredible feat, and she has really 
tried." 
As for the rest of the team, 
everyone has been learning the 
basics. Campbell has tried to teach 
FILE PHOTO 
Freshman Jenna Morgan is one of three JMU fencers to qualify for the NCAA regional tournament. 
year women could only compete at     is the target, whereas in foil, only the 
the collegiate level in foil division.      torso can be scored as a hit. Both the 
the mental attitude and the 
competitive edge so the team can 
assess how far they can reaHy go. 
"You never stop learning in thi* 
sport," Campbell said. 'The skills are 
really unnatural. You have to just 
keep refining." 
Also new this year is the addition 
of the epec division of fencing. Last 
The difference between thetwo types 
of play are that the epee sword is 
heavier than the foil sword, which in" 
the 15th Century was just a training 
weapon. 
Besides the sword, the rules are a 
bit different. In epee, the entire body 
team and the coach are pleased with 
their "transition year." 
"It's a new experience," Campbell 
said. "Our fencers fenced opponents 
with a lot more experience behind 
them. This team is not going 
anywhere but up." 
Intramural hoops more than just a game 
It takes flight. A citrus globe spins and tumbles in a perfect 
arc toward its destiny. The strings announce its arrival with a 
sweet "fwip." The ball falls untouched to the floor, bringing 
with it the hopes of seven college students. Friends and 
teammates, bound together by a love for the game of basketball 
in JMU's intramural league. 
After the formality of a halfcourt desperation theme, the team 
walks slowly past the celebrating opponents and out the door. 
Rich seems to be the only one maintaining a cool demeanor. 
Rich normally provides the team with steady leadership, not to 
mention steady ballhandling as the point guard. 
Ever the calming voice of reason, he offers some consolation. 
"Listen, guys, don't worry about it." Rich says. "We played real 
good and we got so-far. Heck, we almost made the final four." 
"Almost." JT says simply but defiantly. JT was the hero just 
four days earlier. By hitting two clutch three-pointers he helped 
propel the team in the standings. 
—mmdL 
Sports Commentary 
— Jeff Clark 
JT is a small forward who puts up big numbers but 
occasionally suffers from a big head as well. After hitting the 
threes, he didn't hesitate to remind his opponents they would be 
"playing Nintendo" rather than playing in the next round. 
The team, known simply as Garber B, includes only one 
former high school varsity player on its roster. This 
inexperienced group reached the third round of a highly 
competitive field of playoff teams last year. During the off- 
season, which for intramurals lasts about 350 days, the team 
exists only in the back of the minds of its players. 
Over the summer, however, the team suffered a great loss. 
Trying to be a two-spon star, Brian injured his leg running to 
first base in a softball game. Does anybody hear echoes of Bo? 
Brian is the one former varsity player who provided experience 
and a heck* of a shot from the shooting guard position. 
At the sign-up meeting, the team is dubbed the Red Storm, 
after the St. John's University program, and includes four 
returning members: Rich, JT, "Coach" Brian and Eric, an 
KIM HAYSLETTIsttiff ariisi 
unselfish and steady player. The points Eric put on the board 
were bonus at best, but his score card, had there been one. would 
have been filled with assists. When asked to step up his 
aggressiveness, he shrugged it off with few words. His position 
was clear: he would do what he wanted, when he wanted. 
Throughout the team, an uneasy feeling comes from a 
combination of eagerness to play and not wanting to shatter the 
pleasant memories of years past. 
"I think it will be hard to live up to how good we did last 
year," JT says. When I suggest it might not be the best idea to 
try to live up to anything, he correctly responds, "I know, but 
it's really hard not to compare." 
A newcomer hoping to provide rebounding and presence is 
the larger-than-life Jim. Presence has never been a problem for 
Jim, who stands at 6-foot-4, more than 250 pounds, and looks as 
if he could stop a truck. When asked about the team's chances 
this year, he stated in a deep voice, "Damn, we're smooth." 
In at guard is John, who hopes to provide some speed and 
stable ballhandling to a club that wasn't exactly looking to run- 
and-gun. John is highly unpredictable in everyday situations, so 
it is not known just what to expect from him on the court. Some 
days he is reserved; some days he walks right up to attractive 
girls and starts talking. 
I round out the roster at power forward, adding some 
experience and height. I had just enough skill, to go with my 6- 
foot-6 height, to start at center for my high school varsity 
basketball team as a senior. 
Last year I opted to play with a "stacked" intramural squad. 
This, of course, is everybody's dream when putting together a 
team. This is also one of the myths that gets quickly dismissed 
for all but a select few. After blowing out all three teams in the 
regular season, half the members of my team decided they had 
more important plans. I was left with only three teammates and a 
ticket out of the playoffs. 
As it turned out. Garber B was the stacked club; stacked with 
good guys that played great. After seeing my friends have so 
much fun playing my favorite sport. I wanted to be a part of it. 
Still, by the sign-up meeting, 1 couldn't help feeling the 
bittersweet lump in my stomach that says, "The time is growing 
near, get ready to play!" 
Game time. 
Rich brought the ball up the court. I flash out at the corner 
and the ball heads my way. I turned to the basket, but I forgot 
something — the ball. Instead of being directed at the basket, it 
was bouncing off the back wall. 
Nice start. 
Things didn't improve after that. When we shot, the opposing 
team got the rebound and ran. When we turned the ball over, 
they got the ball and ran. By the end of the first half, our 
opponent's score was up and our energy was down. 
Providing the few bright spots were JT and Brian. JT took the 
ill to the hole with aggressiveness, if not direction, and drew a 
HOOPS page 25 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
CLUB SPORTS 
Men's Rugbv 
Lost 10 Kent State 24-0 
Lost to Miami(Ohio) 40-5 
Lost to Ohio State 40-0 
Women's Rugby 
Lost to UVa. 10-0 
Won against Mary Washington   5-0 
Lost to UVa. ' 13-12 
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS 
George Washington 188.275, 
JMU 185.55 
Vaulting 
I. Alexis Hrynko, GW, 9.725 
Top JMU: 3. Invy Wells, 9.575 
Uneven parallel bars 
I.SiobhanHaney,GW,9.6 
Top JMU: 4. Kathy Aiken, 9.35 
Balance beam 
l. Tracey Ackerman, GW, 9.675 
Top JMU: 2. Keri Erazmus, 9.65 
Floor exercise 
1. (tie) Ivy Wells, JMU, and Julie Cardinali, 
JMU. 9.575 
All-around 
1. Kathy Aiken, JMU, 37.225 
KKC REPORT 
• Four-on-Four volleyball tournament (co-rec) 
— sign up in Warren Hall, rm. 300, before 
noon March 14(16 team limit). 
• "Don't Let Spring Break 'Break' Your 
Exercise Routine" — an incentive program 
March 14-April 14. Details available in the 
Godwin Wellness Center. Logan. Hillside 
Fitness Center and Godwin weight room and 
issue room. 
• March Madness: NCAA "Pick 'em" contest 
— pick up an entry form at all recreational 
facilities after spring break. Turn in completed 
forms to Warren Hall. rm. 300 by noon March 
16. 
• Intramural football officials needed — all 
payroll paperwork must be completed by 5 
p.m. March 15 in Godwin Hall, rm. 213. Bring 
JAC card or driver's license and a social 
security card or birth certificate. Certified 
officials earn $6 per hour, all others earn $5 per 
hour. 
• Yoga classes are held every Tuesday and 
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in Godwin Hall. rm. 
205. No experience necessary. Wear loose 
clothing. 
• Rec facility spring break closings — the 
following facilities will be closed and will re- 
open, March 13: Logan Fitness Center closed, 
Godwin Hall facilities (gym, free weight room 
218, racquetball courts and Wellness Center) 
close tonight at 11 p.m.. Hillside Fitness Center 
closes tonight at 9 p.m., Godwin pool closes 
tonight at 9:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
ECAC qualifiers 
Senior Tiombe Hurd will compete in two 
events, and JMU has qualified participants in 
three additional events for the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference Championship, set for 
March 3-5 at Syracuse. Hurd. who has set 
school records in the long jump (19' I") and the 
triple jump (42' 6 3/4") this season, has met the 
ECAC standard in both events. 
Hurd's record-setting triple jump distance 
ranks her third among collegian and seventh 
among American women this season. Each of 
her triple jumps this season has met the NCAA 
provisional or automatic qualifying standard. 
Other qualifiers are freshman Tracey 
Livengood in the 5,000-meter run (17:43.1) 
and freshman Tara Powers in the 1.000-meter 
run (2:59.95). Powers ran the anchor leg on the 
Dukes' qualifying distance relay team that also 
includes freshmen Sarah Malthes and Zakiya 
Haley and sophomore Jodie Reise (12:23.22). 
BASEBALL 
Dukes lose to Virginia, 5-2 
The JMU baseball team lost to the Virginia 
Cavaliers (4-6) at UVa. Field on March I. 
JMU starter Brian McNichol pitched four 
innings and gave up four runs on six hits, with 
a UVa. offensive spurt in the bottom of the 
third. Tim Bouch finished up the game for 
JMU allowing only three hits and one run. 
UVa. starter Patrick Daneker went the full 
nine innings, giving up only four hits and 
striking out nine batters in only his second 
collegiate start. 
The Dukes were led offensively by Greg 
Bulheller who had two hits. The Dukes (4-2) 
will take on University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County March 2 at home. 
Hoops 
continued from page 24 
number of fouls that he capitalized on. Brian 
turned out to be healthy enough to bring the 
ball up and provide some outside shooting. On 
the other side, I was having one of my worst 
nights in years and the entire team was sucking 
wind on every play. 
Excuses and solutions were being tossed 
around after the game, but we decided not to let 
the loss bother us too much. You learn from 
your mistakes and go on. 
In the next game the result was the same, 
but the score was much closer. The general 
feeling was that we stepped it up a notch and 
should be ready to win our next outing. 
We had been behind in the game by 11 with 
two minutes left. A prayer from deep in the 
corner by JT gave us all a big boost. It 
definitely did something for me because I was 
able to take it to the hole for a quick two and 
drain a lucky three of my own. Unfortunately, 
we were fighting the clock as well as a good- 
opponent and had to foul their best shooter 
with seconds remaining. He hit his free throws 
and put us away for good. 
In stark contrast to our improvement in the 
previous game, we played horribly in our last 
regular season game. Luckily, so did our 
opponents. My only points came from a reverse 
layup and a spin move. I could hit that shot, but 
not a three-foot baseline jumper or any one of 
four foul shots. Likewise. Rich hit a beautiful 
scoop shot and followed it by missing a layup. 
We won the highly emotional, yet 
somewhat anti-climactic, game 24-13, putting 
us in the playoffs. We were disappointed in 
how we played against such a bad team, but 
decided sometimes you just play down to the 
competition. What mattered to us was that we 
won and got to keep on going. 
The Red Storm lives on. Whatever happens, 
we have already come a long way in our hearts 
and our minds. 
No longer just friends, we have become 
teammates. 
240 Reasons to 
Return to Lores Island 
this summer 
University at Stony Brook 
# 240 courses in 40 subjects 
» Day and evening classes 
# Low NYS tuition 
# Register by mail, fax, phone or in person 
» Live on campus or commute 
» Two terms: May22-July7; July 10-Aug.l8 
For free bulletin, call 24 hours (516) 632-7070 
Please send me the 1995 Summer Session Bulletin 
Name 
St'Mt/Box No 
CRy 
Telephone 
School curronlly attending 
Summer Session Office 
a   Jniverslty at Stony Brook 
i  ,tonv Brook, NY 11794-3; 
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RETIREMENT 
FUND 
A COMIC BOOK 
WAD X COMPUTER, 
SURE ID GET 
BETTER GRADES ON 
MY BOOK REFORT5. 
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THIS IS THE ISSUE WHERE 
THEY INTRODUCE THE ARCH 
VILLAIN "DEATHMEISTERV 
IN A FEW YEARS, A RARE 
MINT COPY OF 
THIS WILL BE 
WORTH MILLIONS 
OT DOLLARS.' 
NEEDLESS TO SAY, 1 BOUGHT 
FNE COPIES, SEALED THEM 
IN AIRTIGHT PLASTIC BAGS, 
AND PUT THEM IN A BOX IN THE 
CLOSET, WHERE THE UGWT AHD 
HUMIDITY WONT AFFECT THEIR 
PRECIOUS PAGES.' 
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FOR RENT 
Collage Station & University 
Placa - 3 or 4-BR units. Apple 
Real Estate, Inc. (703)433-9576 
Mt. View Drive townhouse - 5 
BRS, furnished; walking distance; 
S20Q-$250/mo.; one-year lease 
(August '95-August '96); W/D; 
(703)450-5008 
University Court - SBR, 
furnished. W/D. 3 1/2 baths. Call 
433-J126. 
TwottR apt. - Close to JMU, 
$21S/BR water furnished. 432- 
3979; 
Summer sublet available - 1BR 
in 3-BR apt., Madison Gardens. 
Call (lob & Brad. 433-3651. 
4-BR townhouae - Dutchmill 
Court. Water, trash included. Year 
lease. Available Aug. 1. Quiet. 
$7401434-2100 
J-M Apartments 
-   -«3«-tW7 or - 
434-3882 
t-BR Apt. $295/mo. 
2-BR Apt. $380/mo. 
3-BR Apt. $450/mo. 
or $150/person 
All apta. near Cantrell Bridge. 
One of the cloaeat complexea 
to JMU! 
Owner/Manager! 
The good apartments go first 
so come by and see uat 
University Realty Invites you to 
come S see how JMU students & 
parents are saving thousands of 
dollars on their overall cost of an 
education by owning at Hunter's 
Ridge. Call or stop by today. 
University Realty, 715-A Port 
Sublease [i BR~ Avallable~ASAP" 
thru.June.. U Place. J?erteet-tqr May 
session, $150 or less. Call Jen for 
info, 564-1313. 
FOR SALE 
4BR condo - Hunter's Ridge, 
nice. Sacrifice $59,900. (703)298- 
1184 or (703)289-9677. 
Maclntoah computer lor aale - 
Complete system only. $499. Call 
Chris at (800)289-5685. 
Nile monitor - Possibly available. 
Iguanas, $12.50; Ball Pylhons, 
$30; Columbian boas, $75 & 
monitors, $30-$40. Call Ben, 828- 
4646. 
1985 Ford Tempo - Runs well. 
High miles. Inspected, $700. 432- 
— 
jlaan 
3-Bt duplex - Roaedale. All 
appli ces Included. Year lease. 
Available Aug. 1. Quiet. $525. 434- 
2100 
 1 
University Place — 4 BR, 
com|letely furnished, new paint, 
new carpet, water furnished, W/D, 
DW.'A/C, refrigerator, icemaker. 
Lefajdeal, 432-3979 
Mori tor your money I Two living 
roords, 4BRs. Hunter's Ridge 
towrthome Excellent condition, 
responsive. local owner 
management, furnished, females, 
fall. $33-1333 
Sublet - Beginning June 16. 
Duke- Gardens. One min to 
campus.   Very  cheap/obo.   If 
interested, call Lisa X4196. 
1BR including utilities - $350; 
3BR house, 2 bath, W/D, $495; 
4BR, W/D, DW, $800; 3BR, W/D, 
water included, $600; 2BR, DW, 
W/D. large living room, water 
included, $450. Pet permitted. 564- 
4396 
1BR, Grace St. - Walk to class, 
A/C, laundry facilities, appliances; 
year lease, $340/mo; 9 mo., 
$350/mo.;    6    mo.,    $360/mo. 
Available June 1/Sept. 1. 434- 
7373/434-1173 
Republic Rd. Ken Honeycutt, 
broker. (703)434-4424 
4, 6 * 7-BR houses - Available to 
rent, June '95-May 96 Call Dannie 
at The PrurJen|laW34-51S0. -    - 
3 & 4-BR condoa - At University 
Place, fully furnished, W/D, DW, 
close to campus. 10 & 12-mo.nth 
leases. Dannie at The Prudential, 
434-5150.      1 
3-BR townhouses - Al Madison 
Square. Furnished, W/D, 3.W.-2 
1/2 baths, close tr/cameus.- 10 & 
12-month leases. Darrnie at The 
Prudential, 434-5150. 
New ride snowboards A Nordlca 
ski boots, size 10. Cheap! 564- 
0383 
HELP WANTED 
,1.1.1.1, 
Madison Manor - 2 * 3-8R apts. 
2 full baths, .fireplaces. Jacuzzi, 
swimming poof, • view of the 
mountains. From $450/rho. Call 
Stephanie at The Prudential, 432- 
1860 
Hunter's Ridge condoa. - As low 
as $l80/mo per person, some with 
new carpets! Call Joe at The 
Prudential, 434-5150. 
Large 4-BR townhouaea - At 
Country Club Court. Furnished & 
unfurnished units. Full-size W/D, 
DW, 2 1/2 baths, quiet. Dannie at 
The Prudential, 434-5150. 
Attention JMU students - 
University Place condo .for lease 
available June 95. 4BR, 2 full 
baths, A/C. Fully furnished- plus all 
major appliances. Unit in excellent 
condition, reasonable price, call for 
details. (800)231-4782. ask for 
Kevin Gutshall. 
US 
NOW HIRING - 
FULL « PART-TIME 
DEUVERY 
DRIVERS 
•ABOVE AVERAGE 
EARNtNG6 
•ADVANCEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MUST HA YE QWN CAR 
AND INSURANCE Alft) 
BE AT L5AST 
18 YEARS OLD. 
APPLICATIONS BEING 
ACCEPTED AT ANY 
HARRISQNBURG 
LITTLE CAESARS 
■ l.l. l.l. I.I.I. 1.1. 
■ v .' '■ '■ ■ 
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn 
up to $2,000+/mo. working on 
cruise ships or land-tour 
companies. Worid travel (Hawaii. 
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. No experience 
necessary. For more info call 
(203)634-0468, XC53255. 
National Parks hiring - (Seasonal 
& fuH-time employment available at 
National Parks. Forest « Wildlife 
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses! 
Apply now for best positions. Call 
(206)545-4804, XN53251 
33 :i.i.i:r: 
1, 2, And 3 Bedroom Apartments | 
and Townhomes - Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
A Comfortable Home Off-Campus 
with Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher, Wall 
to Wall Carpet, Miniblinds and a 
Ceiling Fan 
An Option for Those Choosing to 
Enjoy the Privacy of Living Alone or 
with Only One or Two Roommates 
AMENITIES 
Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts, 
Basketball, Volleyball, and Exercise 
Equipment 
SERVICE 
A Management and Maintenance 
Team that Truly Cares 
£ We Im ite You to Visit Us Al: The Clubhouse, Devon Lane H 
E 434-2220 B 
Slop l?\. Warm I 'p W ilh Some 
\.ul Sec Whal We I lave to < 
\i  I    '>. «) 5:3o 
S.,l       I <):<>()-S;<><) 
Si 111     I'. •    Apr    ' 
You!!! 
FOOTBAta.'OFfpl 
refill 
MALI       ] 
al galrfes" • I neecJerftB f fitramU  
Flexible hours! All training 
provided! Certified officials earn 
$6/hr.; all others earn $5/hr. 
Anyone interested mua complete all lax 
forms & paperwork betore 5pm. on 
March 15 in Godwin Hall, rm 213 
(Bring driver's license or JMU ID & 
social security card or birth certificate) 
Mandatory meeting March 16 at 5 
p.m. in Piedmont Room. Warren 
Hall. Questions? x3940. 
Alaska summer employment - 
Fishing industry. Earn to $3,000- 
$6,000+/mo. + benefits. 
Male/female. No experience 
necessary. (206)545-4155, ext. 
A53252. 
$1750 weekly possible mailing 
our circulars. For Info, call 
(202)298-9065. 
Fund ralaer - Exclusively for 
fraternities, sororities & student 
organizations. Earn money without 
spending a dime. Just 3-5 days ol 
your time. A little work, a lot of 
money. Call lor info. No obligation. 
(800)932-0528, ext. 65. 
LIFEGUARD: Salary $5 20/hr 
Positions available for the summer 
& fall ot 1995. Duties include 
supervision & administration ol 
policies & procedures lor Savage 
Pool. All applicants must be 
certified in Lifesaving, First Aid, a 
CPR. Applications available in the 
Recreational Activities, Godwin- 
Hall, rm. 213. Applications 
accepted until March 13. 
—— 
pan* in 
Falls Church is now hiring fflrthe 
1995 summer season fbr fuN-fime 
temporary employees. Office 
duties Include typing, filing, 
answering phones & taxing phone 
orders. Contact Tammy for more 
info at (703)534-1400. 
Career opportunity - Fortune 
500 company's regional training & 
development department is now 
hiring in Harnsonburg. Fast 
potential position advancement. 
Call for interview, (703)433-8746. 
ask for Brett Berryhill. 
Earn  $500  or  more weekly 
stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
long SASE to: Country Living 
Shoppers, Dept. M18, P.O. Box 
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727. 
THE BREEZE    Thu 
Challenging'outdoor summer 
1
 for chitaren S adults with physical 
or cognitive disabilities Salary, 
room/Board provided. Male/female 
counselors, aquatic, horseback, 
crafts, adventure, food service. 2 
camps in Virginia Blue Ridge 
Mountains or near Virginia East 
Coast. All majors welcome to 
apply. Contact Kris Sorenson, 
Camp Easter Seal, P.O. Box 5496, 
Roanoke, VA 24012. (800)365- 
1656 
Hiring summer camp 
counselors, tennis instructors 5 
recreation director for children's 
camp at University ol Virginia in 
Charlottesville. Send resume by 
April 1: 4 Star Tennis Academy, 
P.O. Box 3387. Falls Church VA 
22043. 
Great opportunity! Pizzerias 
seek congenial employees for 
summer positions. Wait, kitchen & 
dish staff needed. Two locations: 
Kitty Hawk & Corolla. Apply in 
person at Kitty Hawk Pizza, 4 1/2 
milepost, Hwy. 158. Kitty Hawk NC 
27949. 
Wolt Trap Foundation drivers - 
Summer positions available at Wolf 
Trap. Must be 18 years or older & 
have a good driving record. 
Familiarify with DC/KloVA/MD 
helpful. Variety of responsibilities. 
Call (703)255-1902 for 
info/interview. 
Wolf       Trap       Foundation 
hospitality- Duties include 
grocery shopping, arranging food & 
Beverages for performers' meals S 
dressing rooms. No cooking 
involved. Must be 21 years or 
older. Call (703)255-1902 for 
info/interview. 
International Employment - Earn 
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational English l.n Japan, 
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 
required. For info call (206)632- 
1146, ext. J53252. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost at assessment testing - 
Neon green Avocet cyclometer. 
Ben, x5317 \     • 
SERVICES 
Pet Sitting By Mitzie - Home 
visits, feedings, walks, TLC! 432- 
6899 
VA 
TURN BACK 
THE CLOCK. 
AND YOU'RE , 
HISTORY. 
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day Skydive Virginia s staff has 
30+ years instructional experience 
For brochure, (800)414-DIVE. 
NOTICE 
For more information and 
assistance regarding the 
investigation of financing 
business opportunities 4 
work-at-home opportunities, 
contact the Better Business 
Bureau Inc., at (703) 342-3455. 
WANTED 
Wanted-Cars tor parts. 867-5871 
PERSONALS 
Come in A show student ID - 
And receive $3 off any hair service 
at The Studio. 434-8188 
Happy 
21§t 
Susan Ann! 
All well wishers call x5460 to  \ (Jb 
wish Ms. Benckert a happy day. 
See ya in Baseball Lit! 
Love, Jenni, Shannon & Jen 
UVE Is coming to JMUI 
Hurry) Last chance to sign up 
May session France/Italy. x6069, 
434-3790. 
UVE is coming to JMU! 
Adoption is an option - Happily 
married couple seek to adopt inlant 
to share loving home & bright 
future. We can help. Call Karen & 
Ed collect (804)353-6625. 
Save your $ - Don't spend it all 
on spring break. 
LIVE tickets only: 
$12w/JMUID-limit2 
$15 general public 
& at the door - no limit 
$15 floor tickets - limit 20 
Call x7960 or (800)287-5925 
ilk-\ - Happy Founder's Day! 
Love, ZTA. 
LIVE    is    coming    to    JMU! 
MME 
',**: 
kJ .-<. 
Guaranteed To Be Here 
Or You Rent Any Other 
Movie FREE! 
(Even Friday & Saturday Nights!) 
. ■ 
VIDEO WORLD 
WhiflrtThe World (go Anifwheretlse? 
103 S Carlton St (Cloverleaf Shopping Ctr.) & Rt. 4: .ckingham Sq.) 
Open 10AM to Midnight, hndav & Saturday. 10 to 10 All Other Days. 
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SPRING BREAK 
SPECIAL <95 
Come Play At GATTILAND 
( Featuring- Sega's Daytona: The Best Racing Game Out, 
Air Hockey, X-Men, Basketball Shoot Out, and 
Redemption Games With Fabulous Prizes ) 
Medium 1 Topping Pizza 
$5.07 
Large 1 Topping Pizza 
$5.99 
Medium 3-Topping 
4 Drinks $11.06 
Large 3-Topping 
6 Drinks $12.90 
ALL CHEESE 
PIZZAS ARE 
$1 LESS 
PRICES DO NOT 
INCLUDE TAX 
Medium 
3-Topping 
2 Drinks 
$6.45 
Large 
3-Topping 
4 Drinks 
$7.37 
Try Our New fRjmch Pressing: Free With Every Pizza Order! 
2 Free Tokens with a 
Buffet Purchase 
OR 
1 Large Delivery Pizza and 
Get a Coupon for 2 Free Tokens 
Expires 3/12/95 
- 
433-0606 
No Charge for Pan Perfect Crust 
Toppings $1 Each 
Drinks 50 < Each 
